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Tax increase criticized, supported
By Susan Curtis
and Edward Rahe
StaffWnters

The presidents of the IIJiI.ois
Chamber of Commerce and
Southern Illinois educators
disagreed on tax legislation at
press conferences Thursda;,..
A tax increase is not neccesary to raise additional
funds for education in Illinois,
the head of the state chamber
01 commerce said.
Lester Brann spoke to about
50 local business people at a
legislati·... e briefing at the
Ramada Inn in Carbondale.
Brann said Gov. James R.
Thompson and the Legislature

snould !llake education a top
buriget priority rather that
treating all state programs
equally.
"The governor is saying
everythil1g has equal priority.
We feel you need to put
priorities on spending," Brann
said.
The governor's budget
allotment for education this
yt'ar was 4 percent below the
education budget for 1987.
Thomp:;:ol., on numerous occasions, P..dS said education
will no! get ;my more money
unkss there is a tax increase.
The chamber projects state
revenue will increase by $500
million in the next fiscal year.

Brann sai~ that the revenue
should be used to fund
education, with an emphasis
on higher education.
The Chamber claims increases proposed by the
education community and
Thompson could raise individual tax rates from 2.5
percent to 3.5 percent.
Corporations paying 6.5
percent would possibly pay
rates as high as 8.5 percent,
according tr.. the chamber.
The additional taxes could
cost Illinois taxpayers $750
million to $1.5 billion every
year without any guarantee
that the quality of education
will be improved, Brann said.

SPC
funding
stalled
By Susan Curtis
StaftWriter

The Undergraduate Student
Organization will not vote for
at least two weeks on a
proposal that would give the
Student Programming Cound
40 percent of the Student
Activity Fee.
The proposal would give SPC
$7.60 per student per semester.
A resolution opposing the fee
was tabled Wednesday night
because of a misunderstanding
about who was proposing the
fee. The Office of Student
Mfairs proposed the fee at the
request of the SPC.
The USO resolution states
that since the Student
Programming Council is a
Registered
Student
Organization, the USO should
have a hand in allocating the
funds. It also states that since
the proposal came from
See USO, Page 9

Gus Bode

Staff Photo by Mike Moffett

Football coach
Richard E. Rhoades accepts the position as h..d SIlJ.C
football coach during a press conference Thursday In the
Student Center. S.. Story, Page 24.

This ~1orning

- Focus 5

West tv run
for AD post
- Sports 24

Herrin's assistant
leaving for Drake
- Sports 24
Showere,63.

SM TAXES, Page 8

Lester Brann

Five universities
slam collegiality
By Curtis Winston
Staff Writer

Officials from five state
uni versities
say
"collegiality" has too broad
a definition to be used as a
criterion for granting
tenure.
ISU Pro.ost David Strand
said the "word collegiality
is too nebuloos a term for it
to be used as a single term."
Edward
Anderson,
associate provost at ISU,
said he wasn't aware of any
guideline that even closely

resembled collegiality in
ISU's tenure and promotion
guidelines.
Collegiality "has not been
an issue that has surfaced
at ISU," Anderson said.
The University of Illinois,
Illinois State University,
Northern Illinois University, Western Illinois
University and Eastern
Illinois University use
teaching ability, research
quality and service as

s... COLLEGIAUTY, Page 9

Hambletonian's fate
decided on Saturday
By Dane DeB..umont

Grant said. "I have spoken to
people from Illinois many
The fate of Illinois' attempt times and Gov. Thompson is a
to lure the Hambletonian great friend of harness
trotting classic back to the Du racing."
Quoin State Fair will be
Gladys Bell, a represendecided by the Hambl\:tooian tative of the society, said that
Society Saturday.
the society has refused to
Hugh A. Grant Jr., president entertain bids only once.
She also said 21 members of
of the society, said Thursday
that he will ask members at the 25-member board of
the society's winter meeting at directors are expected to atPompano Park race track in tend the meeting· to vote. A
Pompano Beach, Fla.~ if they majority vote is needed to
want to accept bids for the accept bids, Ben said.
race. The meeting starts at
Mark Randal, a press
secretary for the Department
noon.
"I expect a great deal of
discussion before the vote," See RACE,
Staff Writer

'age'

AIDS lecture focuses on doctors' job
By Curtis Winston

Region's orchards
a family tradition

Gus says If the administration
takes over SPC they'll have to
call It the Stupid Programming
Council.

Brann said increased taxes
would slow industrial growth
in the state.
"High tax states have slow
growth rates," he said.
According to a letter to
Brann from Thompson, funds
from revenue growth would
not allow the state to stay
even.
"It (revenue Ilr owth) \\-ould
allow us to Jlaintain most of
the services now provided by
state human service agencies
and maintain certification of
state institutions for the
mentally ill and the
developmentallv disabled, ..

Staff Writer

Distrust and misinformation
is the worst part of the AIDS
crisis, a School of Medicine
official said Thursday.
Dr. Sergio Rabinovich,
chairperson of the department
of int~rnal medicine at the
School of Medicine in
Springfield, spoke to about 60
medical students at the
school's fifth annual Community Health Fair, held in the
Student Center ballrooms.
His lecture focused on the
physician'S role in educating
patients and the public about

Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome.
A new epidemic called
"afrAIDS" is effecting
society's perception of the
disease, Rabinovich said.
Some doctors have a fear of
working on patients who have
AIDS. However common sense
should dispel this fear, he said.
"I treat patients with AIDS
every day, but I don't intend to
get the disease," he said. "We
need to use the facts as we
know them to keep from
getting AIDS," he said.
Doctors should treat aU
patients as if they were in-

fected with the AIDS virus,
whether they are or not,
Rabinovich said. Latex gloves
should be worn at all times,
especially when examining
patients'mouths.
Rabinovich said 1,500 AIDS
cases have been reported in
Illinois. About 90 percent of
them are in the Chicago area.
About 150 cases have been
reported downstate, he said.
"I have personally seen two
AIDS cases from Carbondale,"
Rabinovich said. He also
mentioned that there were
about 50 AIDS cases reported
in Springfield.

An explanation of how AIDS
can be prevented also was
given.
"Most transmission is
through blood and there are
red blood cells in semen,"
Rabinovich said. He recommended using latex condoms
rather than "natural" con·
doms made of animal gut.
Studies have shown that red
blood cells penetrate the
naTtural maofterial. "d
ls
..
he use
spermlCI es a 0
significantly reduces the,
spread of AIDS, Rabinovich '.

J

SM AIDS, 'age 8
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Nicaragua, Contra rebels
agree to 60-day cease-fire

.._sy.-,.....·•

Expires 3·28.88

SAPOA, Nicaragua (UP!) - The Nicaraguan government and
U.S.-backed Contra rebels agreed Wednesday to a 6O-day ceasefire, the release of political prisoners, political freedom for all
parties and an end to U.S. military aid to the Contras. The pact,
the first overall truce agreement in the 6-year-old war, was
reached after 16 hours of negotiations Wednesday in Sapoa, 85
miles south of Managua, where a three-day round of unprecedented face-to-face talks began Monday. The cease-fire is
to begin April 1.
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RESUME SPECIAL $19.88

for the serious athlete
Hours: 9.7 Mon.·Sat, 1·5 Sunday

Laserset Resume and 50 Copies

Across From Old Train Depot
106 S.III. 529·3097 Me & Vioa

FREE THESIS COpy
Buy 4 Sets on 25% Rag and the 5th set is FREE

Por health
insurance
with oldfashioned
personal
attention,
see me.

KOPIES & MORE
Island Movie Library's

New Location!

I

Downstairs next to Kinko's
On the Island

7I5 S. University

world Ination

~99
reg. '50 '34
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Saving you $ on the strip

Newswrap
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Iraq launches missiles ilt Tehran, killing 10
MANAMA, Bahrain (UPI) - Iraq, apparently seeking to
relieve pressure on a military base under siege by Iranian forces
and Kurdish guerrillas, fired six long-range surface-to-surface
missiles into Tehran Thursday, killing 10 people and wounding
100. Iran attacked the military base in northern Iraq in support
of Kurdish rebels who had it under siege, the Iranian news
agency reported.

Call:
4158 West Main St
Carbondale
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Tuvsday and Wvdnvsday are Dollar Days

SIDON, Lebanon (UPI) - Israeli warplanes fired rockets and
bombed a Palestinian guerrilla stronghold Thursday, killing five
fighters in a second air strike in less than 24 hours, security
sources said. At least four Israeli warplanes flyiJ:lg at low
altitude fired about 30 rockets and dr0rped bombs on an oliVE!
grove used as a training site for radica Palestinian leader Abu
Nidal's followers near the hilltop village of Majdalyoun, northeast of the port of Sidon, 24 miles south of Beirut.

Loreen S. Mason
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549-0413

Israeli airplanes attack PLO guerrilla basett

529-2909

Leftist rebels fire bazooka at U.S. embassy

all G thru R rated movies s1. 0o , adult titles s2.00
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State Farm Is mere.

Poindexter, North plead not guilty to charges
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:-- Government's AIDS policy goes In to effect
~:
~

WASHINGTON (UPI) - With little fanfare, a government
AIDS policy went into effect Thursday that prohibits
discrimination against infected federal workers and allows
. discipline of those who refuse to work alongside AIDS victims.
Anthony Ingrassia, of the Office of Personnel Management, said
each of the more than 100 feder"li agencies that employ 2.1
million ~ple must decide how to tailor and implement the five. page policy.

And 104.9 The Eagle Present

The Og/iec:, t
Truck eootest
., Sunday, Marih 28;'1986
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.' ..
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Grand prize
$400 Paint Job
(courtesy of Spray N Buff)
... And Much, Much More!

Three
Categories:

*Ugliest Body
* Ugliest Paint Job
* Ugliest Driver
(will be drawn ralldomly)

D.
«(( ~~))~
~AGLW

Join The Eagle 104.9 FM Sunday
at Great Licks in a live remote
The Eagle's Dynamic DuoBrian Wayne and Steve Falat will
be broadcasting live from 1-4 p.m.
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WASHINGTON (UPI) - John Poindexter, Oliver North and
two others pleaded not guilty Thursday to the sweeping indictment charging them with varying counts of conspiracy, theft
and fraud in the Iran-Contra scandal. Led by Poindexter's plea
of "not guilty," the four men charged last Wednesday in the
massive 23-count indictment declared their innocence at an
arraignment hearing before U.S. District Judge Gerhard Gesell.
The defendants then were swept up by a crowd of supporters
outside the courthouse.

';457"(;202
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BOGOTA, Colombia (uP!) - Leftist rebels r:red a bazooka at
the U.S. Embassy to protest the deployment of 3,200 American
soldiers to Honduras, but the rocket Cal!sed no damage, an
embassy official said Thursday. A tailfin of what investigators
speculate was an American-made Law rocket, which apparently
exploded in front of the embassy before impact, was found, said
the official, who requested anonymity. There was no damage or
injuries. The leftist urban guerrilla group M-19 claimed
responsibility for the attack.

Administration greets ceas.fire cautiously

.•

WASHINGTON (UP!) - The administration and Congress,
cautiously welcQming the cease-fire agreement in Nicaragua
between the Contras ~nd the Sandinistas, moved Thursday to
formulate a new humaaitarian aid package for the U.S.-backed
rebels. Secretary of State George Shultz. speaking for the administration. said, the administration considers the cease-fire
agreement to be an important step forward and added that there
is much work to be done to take full advantage of this opportunity.

AIDS protesters: 'We're dying of red tape'
NEW YORK (UPI) - More than 500 protesters demanding
more federal funds for AIDS research stretched a scarlet ribbon

across Broadway near Wall Street during rush hour Thursday,
shouting "We're dying of red tape. .. Police arrested 111
demonstrators. The more than 500 protestors railed against what
they called price gouging of AIDS drugs by pharmaceutical
companies. demanded faster government approval of AIDS
treatments and more government money for research.
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Experience key to USC candidate's platform
Helping students
important to Hall

'" promise better grades and better financial
aid for those students who vote for me and are
willing to work with me. "

By Susan Curtis
Staff Writer

Bill Hall thinks his experience in student government can make a difference in
students' lives if he is choosen
Undergraduate
Student
Organization president.
If students want a better
o;tandard of living at SIU-C,
"we can do it, " he said.
Hall, 42, a four-year member
of the Undergraduate Student
Organization and senior in prelaw, is running on the Alliance
party ticket with Larvester
Gaither, a senator from the
east side, as his vice president.
He began working with the
Landlord-Tenant Union about
four years ago because he had
been working for attorneys for
several yt'.ars.
Hall then became active
with USO to help them more
extensively.
Since then, he has worked
with several USO commissions
and committees, was chair of
the housing, tuition and fees
commission in 1986, and is
currently a senator and chair
of the committee on internal
affairs.
Hall's platform includes:
-Promoting a lower
drinking age and working with
campus security to avoid
unneccesarily agressive enforcement of underage
drinking laws.
The drinking age needs to be
moved back to 19, Hall said. "I
was one of those ordered to
Vietnam at a time when I was
told I was too young to drink."
"We don't want students

-Bill Hall

like to give As, and others
flunk nr weed out half the
sometimes at the instruction of the department.
Hall also wants to publish a
course-instructor evaluation,
listing the grades students
indicated on surveys that they
expected to get and the grades
received. This would allow
students to check out the instructor before enrolling in the
course, Hall said.
"I promise better grades
and better financial aid for
those students who vote for me
and are willing to work with
me," Hall said.
-Increasing financial aid
for SIU-C students. Hall
believes that creating a
financill aid commission
within the USO will help do
this.
-Making students more
aware of the crimes that take
place on campus.
-Extending USO office
hours into the evenings and
weekends so senators can put
in more hours and be more
accessible to the students.
-Expanding USO office
space on campus and opening
off-campus offices.
-Eliminating
GPA
requirements for USO officers.
-Changing USO's name.
Hall helped write a bill that
would change the name to the
Undergraduate
Student
Gov~ent Association. The

bill will appear as a referendum on the student elections
ballot in April.
"The name USO allows
government leaders to hide
Dehind an organizational title
which does not communicate
what we should be doing," Hall
said. "If students can't reach
us, it cuts our effectiveness."
-Supporting the Illinois
Student
Association
referendum to establish a $1
refundable fee to support the
ISA. HE'll said the "ISA
computerized system across
the state will give us the
strength of unity. "
The computer system would
allow colleges and universities
to access information about
student government from
other schools and would be
paid for by the fee. The ISA is
made up of students. Those
students would have control of
the money, he said.
-Promoting the mass
transit system to improve
parking on campus.
Hall serves on several
University committees. He is
the
undergraduate
representative on the search
committe~
for the vice
president for academic affairs; a member of the Student
Center Board; a student
representative on the Affimative Action Advisory
Board; a member· of the
faculty senate undergraduate

c1~,

Bill Hall

killed, but want to be treated
as responsible adults," Hall
said.
-Open meetings and open
government. Hall said he work
to open more meetings, sUl'h
as the USO financial aid
committee meetings, to the
public.
-Publishing student appointments to committees so
that students will know who
their representatives are when
problems with parking,
housing or anything else arises
that is University related.
"Simply that knowledge
alone will give students more
authority on this campus,"
Hall said.
-Improving the . gra!lirig
policy so that hidden pancies
will be eliminated. Hall said
that some instructors don't

education policy committee;
an undergraduate student
representative on the Ombudsman Advisory Board; a
student representative on the
Student Legal Assistance
Board; the director of the
Landlord-Tenant Union.
Hall also is vice chair of the
Illinois Board of Higher
Education Student Advisory
Committee, made up of
students who, with the mHE
Faculty Advisory Board, act
as constituents and make
recommenda tions to the
IBHE.
Hall also has applied as a
candidate for the position of
student member of the mHE,
which will be elected April 31) .
But, he is most proud of his
position on the Financial Aid
Advisory Committee.
Hall said it used to be that
the student representative on
the commmittee was an employee of the financial aid
office or didn't attend the
meetings. Hall said that during
his one-and-a-half years on the
committee he has attended
every meeting and has called
some of them.
Hall said he has led the
committee to provide more
financial aid for students.
As a member of the Nontraditional Student Union and
representative on the Nontraditional OfficE' Advisory
Board, Hall feels he has made
a big impact on student
financial aid.
Hall said that by voting
against a proposal that he
later revised which cut
financial aid to nontraditional
students, he was able to
provide incoming nontraditional students with
thousands of dollars .
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COME E~!OY THE BEST BRUNCH BUFFET tN THE· AREA'
Rt 13 East
529·5051

111 Washington 529·3808

pears Vet CliMi
t----announces-----t
Richard JeHerson. D.V,.M.
has joined our staff

&

Charles Spears. D.V.M.
has returned to work
Appointments Availoble
9 to 5 Mon. thru Fri.
& Sot. 8 to 12

Rf. 5! South

YOU CAN BE AN SPC CHAIRPERSON.

.~

Join the exciting, fast-paced world
of programming for the SIU Community.
Get the experience employers look for.
SPC is now accepting applications
for its 1988-1989 positions.
Deadline for applications is
Wednesday, April 6th, 1988 at 4:30pm
For further informatiun, call or stop
by the SPC office, 3rd floor Student Center,
536-33q] Office Hours are ,''1lon-Fri. 8am-430pm

-txecutlve (hdll
-Center Programmini!
-Cor:sorts

- rr,l vel & Recred';on

-Video
-Promoflon,
-fine Arts
-f. xpre,s;ve Arr,
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Opinion & Commentary

Jackson campaign
a welcome effort
THERE WAS A a time in the not-ioo-distant past when
the idea of a black man being considered a seriou:>
presidential candidate was highly improbable, if not
preposterous,
Thanks to the Rev, Jesse Jackson, that idea is now
highly probable.
While we do not endorse Jackson as the Democratic
nominee (the Daily Egyptian has made no endorsements
in campaign '88), we certainly appnive of his decision and
right to run.
Jackson has been a dynamic national figure since the
mid-J960s, when he became affiliated with the Souther!)
Christian Leadership Conference headed by Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.
HIS PUBLIC LIFE has been controversial from the
beginning. High-ranking officials in the SCLC such as
Ralph Abernathy even accused Jackson of trying to st~l
the limelight. But even if that assertion was true, there 1S
little doubt that Jackson's high-visibility has resulted ir.
more opportunities for minorities.
The basic Jackson message is one of self-determination.
His popular slogan "I am somebody" is reflective of his
faith in human potential, and his triumph oVer an unccrLlrivileged background proves his faith is not
misplaced.
The United States, a land of opportunity for so many, is
still a land of discrimination in countless social areas.
Since the '60s, a lot has changed in white America's perception toward blacks and other minorities, but there is
much more to be accomplished.
JACKSON'S CANDIDACY IS a bold step toward erasing
some of these ridiculous prejudices. The American
people's willingness to accept this (Jackson has received
roughly 2.5 million popular votes, more than any other
Democratic candidate) is indicative of the progress made
toward equal opportunity since King's era.
Qualified blacks and other minorities have been elected
to such prestigious positions as the U.S. Senate, the House
of Representatives and to mayoral offices from coast to
coast. Their job performances, such as that of the late
Harold Washington of Chicago, offer clear evidence that
political competence does not depend on ethnic
background.

Lette:rs
State loan cost workers their jobs
According to recent
television and newspaper
reports, the lllinois Department of Commerce and
Community Affairs (DCCA)
has helped create 40 to 50 jobs
with a wood flooring plant that
will be located in Marion.
I hope DCCA has a better
agreement with this comP!lny
than it had with Pattin-Marion.
An announcement was made a
few months ago about how
DCCA was creating and
retaining 125 jobs by making a
loan to Pattin-Marion.
When I and other Pattin
employees heard the news, we
were pretty happy about it. We
thought more job opportunities
were going to open up for us.
Then Pattin-Marion called a
meeting of its employees to let
us know there was a chance
that Birmingham Bolt would
buy us out. Pattin told us our
jobs would be secure and that

Birmingham would offer
better benefits and better
wages. That made us even
happier.
Then, three or fcur days
before the final agreement was
signed, Pattin laid off every

:'~:~::J::~~:~Wll~~

applications to become new
employees.
Even though we went in and
filled out applications, Birmingham hired people off the
street and even transferred
people from its other plant.
Now many of the employees
who were supposed to be
helped by this loan from DCCA
are without a job.
I don't think there is
anything wrong with the state
helping a company that is in
trouble by loaning the company money. Butit Certainly is
not fair for any governmental
agency to use people's tax

dollars to allow the owners of
Pattin-Marion a better profit
on the sale of their business
and then let Birmingham
repla.ce us with people off the
street and put us out of a job!
I've been without a job since
this happened last September,
as have a lot of my fellow
workers. Not only that, but
remember that we were told
there would be better benefits
and wages? The truth of the
matter is that Birmingham
went non-union and has cut
wages and benefits of the
people it hired.
Were we ever mislead! What
DCCA did was help PattinMarion make a big profit and
at the same time cost us our
jobs .:.... all in the name of
economic development. I
wonder how many more untold
stories like ours out 'there:
- Scott A. Berry, former
Pattin-Marion employee

Saluk; Patrol discriminates against bikers

WHEN JACKSON SPOKE at the SIU-C Student Center
the Monday of spring breait, he emphasized that he would
After reading the article
win with the support of "we the people." The accuracy ?f
his prediction has yet to meet its final test, but this "Patrol says walk bikes or pay
message contains an important truth that will not be price" in the March 4 Daily
Egyptian, I felt compE'lled to
smothered because of ignorance, prejudice and bigotry.
write this letter about the'
The truth is that "we" are the people, all of us, and, as Saluki
Patrol and its treatment
the Declaration of Independence states irrefutably, we of bicyclists.
each are endowed with certain inalienable rights.
I do not agree with all of the
It's about time for people to understand those rights rules and regulations regarapply to minorities as much as to anyone else. Whether one ding bikes, but I do my best to
approves of Jackson's politics, his effort to secure rights abide by them and accept any
for those who have been denied them is a noble cause and citations that relate to my
violation of these rules.
worthy of commendation.

QuotableuQuqtes
"Heal." Jesse Jackson, laying hands on the hea.d of Democrat
turned Republican John Connally.

"It feels the way Nancy Reagan wants us to think we feel after
smoking marijuana." SIU-C English professor and poet Rodney
Jones, introducing William Matthews "Recovery Room," a
poem a bout coming out from under the innuence of an anesthetic
and how tbe patient feels.

Doonesbury

However, the mistreatment I
wish to discuss is the unn~ delay of bicyclists
at the whim of the patrol.
I have been both a witness
and a victim. These "bike
cops" hold out their hands and
ask a biker to "stop, please."
If no infractions have occured,
they check to see if there is a
valid registration decal. This
is the injustice.
I do not see them stopping
automobiles and checking for

parking decals. I do not see

them stopping University
vehicles traveling through the
breezeways
(espeCially
Cushman trucks) at excessive
speeds. I do not see them
stopping pedestrians and
asking to see if they have a
current student identification
card. I do not see them
ticketing jaywalkers or people
walking on bicycle paths. I call
these inconsistencies "bicycle'
prejudices. "
1 nave heard and read about
people complaining of
dangerous bike riders. These
complainers are no doubt the
same people who walk on the
bike paths or jaywalk. They
probably are the same people
who, for no apparent reason,
alter their course of direction
without checking for bikes.
Didn't their mommas tell them
to look before they' cross the
street? Since bicycliSts'

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

streets sometimes are the
sidewalks that are used by
pedestrians, the same rule
applies.
If you are a good distance in
front of a bike, you do not need

~toJt:~:~Ou~~

avoid collisions. But when
pedestrians are indecisive, the
rider cannot plot a new course
around the walker. This is the
cause of the accidents or near
mishaps that frustrate both
people on foot and people on
two-wheeiers.
I do not want the Saluki
Patrol tl) begin tickp-ting
jaywalkers or checking
students for vatj lO's. This
would be ridiculous. I only
want bike riders to be given
the same respect as everyone
else. Let the bike decals be
checked at the bike racks.
- Kimbal Koerner, senior,
computer science
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Orchard 8eason In IIIInol8 run8 irom April to Ncnrember

s. Illinois'

Bountiful
Fruit

Harvest
Family Orchards thrive

By Steven Starke
StaffWritet

t made its debut in the Garden of Eden
and it's the main ingredient in America's
national dessert. The apple is the number
one fruit of the Southern Illinois orchard
industry.
The more than 30 orchards of varying
sizes in the region produce not only apples
but also a large volume of peaches,
strawberries, blueberries, blackberries,
and raspberries.
Many of the local orchardists said
southern Illinois' rolling hiUs, which offer
suitable drainag~ and irrigation, and tj\e
natural soil fertility make the area conducive to fruit growing. But for the
majority of growers, it's all in tile family.
Long mvestments in terms of tinle and
labor have made the Southern Illinois
orchard industry prosper. For the most
part, the farms are family-owned
businesses passed from one generll..ion to
generation.
"Southern Illinois has historically been a
small fruit and vegetable area," said
Charles Stadelbacher, proprietor of Blue
Berry Hill Farm in Cobden. "Y~rs ago it
was considered the garden of Chicago".
But as better modes of shii'ping and
transportation bec-~me availar...Ie, other
regions were able to compete fur midwestern business. Particularly, he added,
fruit growers from Washington and
California who can produce a larger
volume of fruit because of a longer
growing season.
J. Boyd, of the Illinois F:"L1it Exchange,
said competition in the fruit industry
doesn't necessarilly exist between in-

I

dividual g:-owers in a region, but raLl}er
between regions in different parts of the
country.
"But Southern Illinois has held on over
the vears through the quality of flavor in
its fruit," Stadelbacher said.
Althougl. the harvest season in Illi!lots
only n!llS from April to November, orcharding is a year-round operation with a
considerable amount of work being done in
the dormant season.
During the off-season, orchardists mu!.L
cut a.nd shape apple and peach trees to
control their size and shape. This practice
makes it easier to harvest because large
trees make hand picking the fruit extremely difficult.
Some problems, however, are not as
easily controlled by the growers. This
winter's fluctuating weather patterns may
have caused s\)me damage to flowering
buds on peach trees.
"Some growers in the area have
reported losing up to 80 percent of the
peach flower buds," Bradley Taylor,
College of Agriculture fruit specialist, said
But only five to ten percent of tht' surviving buds are actually needed to set a
full.crop for the coming summer, he said,
adding that the loss actually could save
growers the labor costs of thinning the
trees by hand. Thinning helps to control
the nutritional status and size of the fruit
by eliminating an overabundance oi
growth on a tree.
The apple crop has remained largely
~ffected by the winter weather, Taylor
said.
See ORCHARD, Page 1
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DE reporter ordered to testify
By Toby Et;k81'1
Staff Writer

Daily Egyptian reporter
John Mohler w::s ordered
Thursday to testify in the
murder-fo:--hire trial of Dale
Reiman, the assistant director
of the PhYSical Plant.
Mohler, who has written
s6veral stories about the
Reiman case, was handed tht:
subpoena at about 11 a.m. in
the DE news room. Richard E.
White, Reiman's attorney,
could not be reached for
comment on the subpoena.
Mohler, who covers police
and the courts for the DE,
speculated that White is
seeking information about a
story Mohler wrote based on a
telephone interview with
David Scott Polk. Polk, an
inmate at the Shawnee
Correctional Center, said
Reiman paid him $7f,o to kill a
student worker in December
1986.

Reiman also is accused of
kidnapping anc!. sexually
assaulting the student over a
four-ciay period in December
1986. Reiman has pleaded not
guilty to all charges in the two
cases.
Illinois iaw prohibits courts
from compelling reporters to
reveal confidential sources or
information unless the information serves a "compelling public interest" or all
other means of getting the
information have been
exhausted.
DE Managing Editor Gordon
Billingsley said he spoke to
University attorneys about the
subpoena. The attorneys said
that it appeared that Mohler
possessed no information that
wasn't readily obtainable by
White or already in his
possession.
"We do know we don't have
any information that wasn't
reported," Billingsley said.

"We do know that John's going
to show up at the appropriate
time and the appropriate place
and answer the questions and
that will be it."
"All our sources have been
openly named, so there are no
sources to protect, " he added.
Mohler said b,. was shocked
by the subpoena,
"I think it would be bad for
the whole news process if you
are forced to reveal sources,"
he said, "It jeopardizes
relations with future sources.
But I'm pretty confident in our
case because I didn't withhold
any sources. I named them
all."
.. If I was to withhold information from a story, there
would be a reason," he said.
"You print what should be
printed for a fair and objective
story."
Mohlet is scheduled to appear in court on Wednesday.
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Bill pushes
to make DC
51st state
By Dana DeBeaumonl
Staff Writer

A campU:i meeting to discuss
making part of the Dis~ct of
Columbia the 51st state will be
held at 2 p.m. today in the
Illinois Room of the Student
Center.
John Grigas, an Undergraduate
Student
Organization senator, said the
usa is sponsoring the forum
but will not take a stance on
the issue.

"When you lIVe in the
District 0.' Columbia,
you shed your rtght to
Jemocracy at the
borders ot lhe
sriadows of the
Washington Monument."
- Johnny Barnes

"We don't know how it
, making part of the District of
Columbia a state) would affect
Illinois or llS in particular,"
Grigas said. "Someone from
the usa will be at the meeting,
b~t I doubt that we'll ever take
a position on the issue."
Rep. Walter E. Fauntroy, an
elected non-voting member in
the House of Representatives
from the District of Columbia,
is sponsoring the bill to grant
statehood to all of the District
of Columbia except the federal
enclave, wrich is small parcel
of land in the center of the
District. Sen. Pnul Simon is a
sponsor of the bill.
District of Columbia
residents can vote for the
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elected officials or on federal
laws.

"When you live in the
District of Columbia, you shed
your right to democracy at the
borders of the shadows of the
Washington Monument,"
Barnes said.
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g~~i~~~t ~~: v~~err~::i
The Distric~ of Columbia
doesn't have representation in
the Ser..ate and its one member
in the House cannot "ote, he
said. It won't cost Illinoisans
anything to grant the District
statehood, Johnny Barnes,
chief of staff for Faur.lroy,
said.
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The Flamm Orchard outside Cobden.

COTTY 1M ,~".., profHs/ana l na'fTQrt producIS awollobJ.
John Alftlg.-...:_.~.rix.Sc.Mstln.N.x .....

ORCHARD, from Page 5 - - Another problem facing
orchardists is the Immigration
Reform and Control Act of
1986, which grants immunity to
illegal aliens who have lived in
the U.S. since 1982. The law
requires employers to verify
that employees hired after
Nov. 7, 1986 be U.S. citizens or
aliens certified to work in the
U.S.
The majority of laborers
hired to harvest consist of
migrant workers, many of
whom fail to meet the amnesty
requirements. A portion of the
law set aside an 18-month
period, scheduled to end Nov.
30, for illegal aliens to receiv'!
citizenship, Delores Smith, of
the Illinois Migrant Council,
said.
It is easy to predict that the
law will effect harvesting,
Smith said, but the scope will
not be known until the harvesting season begins this
year.
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Many of the large regional fruit producers sell
their fruit wholesale. Smaller orchards have
found local markets a profitable means of
selling their crops.
Many of the large regional
fruit producers, including
Flamm's Orchard in Cobden,
and Grammer's and Eckert
Orchards in Carbondale, sell
their fruit wholesale. Smaller
orchards have found local
markets a profitable means of
selling their crops.
Roadside markets and
"pick-your-own" operations
have become increasingly
popular and can be found
nearby at Blue Berry Hill
Farm in Cobden and Melburn
Trover & Sons Fruit Farm in
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Ozark.
In addition, the Alto Pass
Village Board recently approved a retail liquor sales
license, which gave the green
light to Alto Vineyards to open
a wine:-y and sales operation.
Guy Remaglia, part owner
of the vineyard, said the
winery is currently in the
plannmg stages and would
likely produce its first wines
by December or January.
Twenty-eight tons of grapes
were produced by the vireyard
last season.
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AIDS, from Page 1 - - - - said. "The virus is actually
very frail" and is killed by the
spermicides.
"Condoms without spE:rmicide aren't 100-percent
effective," he added.
The use of intravenous
drugs, such as heroin,
currently is the leading cause
for the spread of AIDS,
Rabinovich said. "H you are
using IV drugs, you should
simply just stop," he said.
"Shaking hands, kissing on
the cheek, that's not the way to
acquire AIDS, " he said.
Rabinovich gave a brief
history of AIDS, explaining it
came to the U.S. in 1981 by way
of homosexual men who
vacationed in Haiti. The
disease came to Haiti from
Central Africa, he said.
Although AIDS in the U.S.
started with homosexuals, the

largest number of AIDS cases
has been reported in IV drugs
users, who get the disease
from sharing needies, he said.
The number of AIDS cases in
homosexuals has receded.
The topic of AIDS testing
also was mentioned. The test is
a two-step process, with two
blood "am pies taken two
weeks apart. One blood test is
often misleading and inaccurate, Rabinovich said.
People who don't have AIDS
may actually test positive for
the AIDS antibody in the first
test, he said, adding that
people who test negative also
may have the disease but
"come away thinking they
don't have the disease. "
However, distrust often
prevails when AIDS is involved. Rabinovich gave the
following scenario to illustrate

A couple wanting to get
married will take the blood
test. One of them will test
positive in ihe first test and
they are told to come back in
two weeks for a secong test. "I
have a susipicion that the
couple won't get married,"
Rabinovich said.

Rabinovich also talked about
AIDS re..earch and finding a
cure for the disease. Funding
for AIDS research was slow at
first, he said. "The feds did a
terrible job at first, but it has
improved," he said.
While a vaccine is a long way
off, therllpy with immune
system enhancers has helped,
he said. "We have learned
much about immunology
because of AIDS," he said.
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TAXES, from Page 1
the letter stated.
A news conference was
called by local educators to
rebut Brnnn's views on tax
legislation.
John Jc:ckson, dean of SIUC's College of Liberal Arts,
said without a tax increase,
Illinois education will continue
to slide behind other states.
In tile past decade, state
funding for higher education
increased 71 percent, Jackson
said. This leaves lllinois in a
tie with West Virginia for last

his point:

place, he said.
lllinois took a decrease of 4.5
percent this year, he said.
Illinois' state personal income
tax rate, 2.5 percent, is among
the lowest in the nation. H it
were raised to 3 percent, it
would still be among the
lowest, Jackson said.
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education, by a margin of 65
percent to 32 percent, Jackson
said.
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RACES, from Page 1 - - :
while the race's purse was $1.2
million last year.
Larry Werries, director of
the Agriculture Department,
said at a Feb. 9 press conference at the fairgrounds that
he hopes Illinois creates a
the fairgrounds since the state package for the society to
consider that would include the
purchased the fair in 1986.
People involved in Illinois HambJetonian, with a $1
harness racing are in Florida million rurse; the A;nerican
talking to people from the Nationa, with a. $250,000
purse; the Review Fruturity,
society, Randal said.
Last year, 30,000 spectators with a $120,000 purse; and the
watched the race, compared to World Trotting Derby, with a
an average of about 15,000 $5SO,OOO purse.
H one 3-year-old horse won
spectators each year at the Du
all four races, an additional $1
Quoin State Fairgrounds.
The largest purse in Du million would be awarded,
Quoin was $300,000 in 1979 Werries said.
of Agriculture, said Thompson
submitted a "classy" Ui-page
summary of historical information about the Hambletonian while it was at Du
Quoin and a synopsis of the
changes that have occurred at
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COLLEGIALITY, from Page 1

with others he probably isn't
effective in the three areas,"
Resnick said.
Gordon Kirk, assistant
provost at WIU, sail!, "if you

can't get along with your
colleal!ues. vou probably don't
get along with your students."
However. ··that isn't always
the case." Francis Knowik,
assistant provost for personnel
at NIU, said. "How do you
define whether you get along
with somebody or not'?" he
asked.
"Who's to say you didn't
cooperate with other faculty,"
Knowik said. "U you don't get
along with the students, then
what is being judged is your
teaching abilities. It shouldn't
be a matter of whether you like
or dislike somebody."
Collegiality
shouldn't
assume a special place in the
tenure process, Knowik said.
Charles Switzer, assistant
,ice president for academic
affairs at EIU, said "Our
deans have occasionaly raised
the issue" (of collegiality)
when it seemed the faculty
member in question would be
"harmful toa department."
However, collegiality cannot
be used for a written rl".ason for
denial of an instructors tenure

usc, from

Page 1

University administrators, it
would reduce student control
of a large percentage of
student fees.
Thea Rubin, College of
Liberal Arts senator, said the
students would lose control of
40 percent of the funds.
John Attard, usa president,
said the Student Affairs Office
approached the student
leaders of usa and SPC to
discuss a draft of the proposal.
Dave Palmisano. SPC
president, said the usa and
SPC student leaders had a
large role in drafting the

proposal and the administration is not in charge of
drafting it. He also said that
control of the funds would not
be taken from the students
because SPC is run by
students.
Palmisano said although
SPC is an RSO, it is in a gray
area because its needs far
exceed those of other RSOs.
The SPC should be put in
another organizational
category, he said.
The resolution opposing the
fee was tabled to the usa
committee on ~ternal affairs.

guidelines for granting tenure.
The same guidelines are
used by SIU-C's School of
Music - the school from which
the controversy over
collegiality arose. Only one
school at SIU-C, the School of
Engineering, uses a criterion
similar to collegiality when
deciding whether an instructor
deserves to be tenured. The
criterion used by the
engineering school is "unit
compatibility."
Collegiality has been defined
by President John C. Guyon as
the ability of a person to work
well with her or his colleagues.
Robert Resnick, vice
president for academic affairs
at the U of I, said defining
collegiality and whether a
faculty member has it or not is
"a difficult thing to do."
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Seafood Worba
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In other business, the USO:
- Voted to support the
downtown revitalization
workshop on April 9. The
Carbondale
Dow'll town
Revitalization Committee
hopes the workshop will
generate ideas that will reflect
the concerns of students and
the community.
- Voted to amend the usa
bylaws to allow establishment
of a special academic activity
fund to help pay for off-campus
studies of individual undergraduates..

By Tma Howe
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because he ailegedly lacked
collegiality. The term is not
included in the school's tenure
and promotion guidelines.
Hammond was denied
hearings to appeal the committee's decision by both the
Judical Review Board and the
Board of Trustee's. Hammond
bas filed a suit in federal court
against the University
charging that he was denied
due process of law.
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or re ...... uv... .;)wltzer said. That
policy is part of the Board of
Governers
collective
bargaining agreement, he
said.
WIU also is a part of the
Board of Governors !'ystem, so
its policies on tenure and
promotion are the same as
EIU's.
SIU-C music professor
William Hammond IS said to
have ranked high in the
teaching, research and service
areas. However, three
members of the School of
Music's five-member tenure
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Southern Illinois considered
as site for new federal prison
By John Moh!or
Staff Writer

The U.S. Bureau of Prisons
will send a site selection team
to Southern Illinois to consider
the area as a llOSsible location
for a new medium-security
prison, a bureau official said
Thursday.
The team is being sent in
response to a telephone call
from Rep. Ken Gray, D-22nd
Dist., tf., bureau director J.
Michael Quinlan Wednesday
urging the bureau's consideration of t.~e area, Pat
Sledge, executive assistant to
the director, said.
The bureau has indicated
that it may build a mediumsecurity prison to house 700
inmates, according to a press
release issued by Gray.
Gray named the area south
of Rend Lake and north of
Marion as a proposed site for
the prison, the release said.
The prison would provide 250
permanent jobs and several
hundred temporary construction jobs, the release
said. Gray spokesman Richard
Darby estimated the project
would require "several
million" dollars in funding.
However, Sledge said that
the dispatch of a selection
team to the area does not mean
Southern Illinois will receive a
new prison. The bureau
receives many offers from
representatives who offer
areas for prison construction,
Sledge said.
"We're asked to sites

"We have a definite
problem with overcrowding and we're
always looking tor
new prisons. When
there's :;ome potential
and property
a vailabJe, you take the
best otter. "
-Pat Sledge

The release also listed free
land, adequate water and
sewer services, interstate
highways, scheduled air
service and the U.S. Marshal
Service in Benton as
"prerequisites" for a prison
area.

of Congress," Sledge said.
"That doesn't mean you'll (the
area} get it."
Sledge did not know the
nature of Wednesday's
telephone conversation between Gray and Quinlan, but
said she was not aware of a
federal prison contract
currently up for bid.

Sledge said site selection is
"a long process ...
She said selection teams
conduct environmental impact
and community opinion surveys to determine appropriate
sites. Then the bureau must
solicit Congress for funding,
Sledge said.

"We have a definite problem
with overcrowding and we're
always looking for new
prisons," Sledge said. "When
there's some ~tential and
lh~be:Off;~Ha Ie, you take

Gray successfully pushed for
the establishment of the
maximum-security prison in
Marion in 1964. He said the
prison has provided more than
$200 million in payroll plus
goods and services to the
regional economy since 1964.

Although the bureau is
looking for a metropolitan
area for the facility, Gray feels
Southern Illinois has many

The federal corrections
system houses 2.5 times its
capacity of inmates, Gray
said.

LA ROMA PIZZA
Friday thru Sunday
2 Quarts

Soda

+btJ

All for

$11.00
Weekend Special

81 One 16" pizza, 1 item
2 quart Pepsi '8.50
Oelivery-Pick-Up-Eat In

DO.N'T PAY REIMTI
Come to Alligator Storage for all
your summer storage needs.

~~~~~I~nt~~~' c~~~~~edsab~

representa Uves who say
::;~;::. !for a site or a building
"We'll come and look
because we respect his
(Gray's) opinion as a member

features to qualify for the
prison, the release said.
SIU-C may be an attractive
local asset to bureau officials,
Darby said.
"(The University) has aU
the facilities for education and
research that may be found in
a metropolitan area," Darby
said.

RATES BEGIN AT $12.501
featuring;
.Computerized Access .'ndlvlduol Alarms
·'nsurance Available
·Manv OiHerent Sizes

CALL TODA Y FOR SUMMER RESER VA TlONS
Alligator Storoge

Rt. 13 E.

457-STOR

PINCH
PENNY
PUB

_~_i!iii!~

The Atnerican Ta~

Buffalo
Hot Wings

HAPPY HOUR

'2.95

Come in and
try our

MYERS'S

RUM

Malibu Rum
sl.05 ~
Pitcher (Bizzo Coolers) s4.50 W
Amaretto Stone Sour
s1 •50 ~
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Competition begins 1:30 come early
~~

Beer Garden
Now Open
It----Bar Specials

NCAA

Dart Tournament

New
Appetizers!

Today's
Puzzle

ACROSS
1 Headless
5 Chemical
compo:.md
10 Utter
Inadvertently
t4 Fad
15 Intrinsically
16 Timber wall
17 Skin '>roblem
18 ;>raylng figure
In art
19 USNA word:
abbr.
20 Government
report
22 Locale of a
sata
23 Gartand
• 64 Fr. painter
24 Armie Femand
26 Small 8tone
65 Abound
30 Knuckles Of
hat
DOWN
32 M. Zola
1 Pull
33 Extortion
2 Apiece
37 Early Oriental
3 Vedic fl.. god
38 Attribute
41.mili
39 Unemployed
5 Heroic poetlY
40 Novice
6 Ca....n •• 'y
42 Ger. bomber
7 Springe
43 Cheshire
borough
8 Thrall
44 Decapitate
9 lIoIo.e In
45 Gullet
opposition
48 Red or Black
10 Shoemaker of
a type
49 Cad
50 Symbol. of
11 "f,'. t of train
courtesy
12 Hu:niliale
57 Skating Jump
13 Now
58 In profusion
21 She: Fr.
59 Nefarious
25 Solicit
60 Leningrad's
26 Wom;oum
river
27 Arab lUler
tl Vacuous
28 Twining .tem
62 Soft drink
29 Kind 01 wage63 Ger. rI.er
earner

Puzzle ans wers
are on Page 13.
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n

30 Proclaim

31
33
34
35
36
38

41
42
44
45
46
47
48
51
52
53
54
55
56

,

s...

1011

1213

,.
11

.•.18

21

20

noisUy
Shower
Forehead
Together In
music
Ms Chase
Metal
"Neither wlil
go froll1 _I'
(Kipting)
Gun gp.
G't.ar
Publicity
a~..nt
Clan chlel
Bewitched
uSupermanu
Oatmeal ceke
eagle
Plan drawing:
abbr.
Nuisance
Revelry cry 01
old
He.p or ebb
Bridge coup

22

23~2'~

j26

:Z7

28

28

32

~

17

40

.
~

4i

U

.. so

30

31

.. ol'

52

..

..

53

"

1M

to>

54

55

-Long lifeond
R.liabl. Power
:::.'tl!volt

12.011

'16-

. ~It

':::::.

6 VOLT SIZES FROM
$7.50

12 oz.

Call 687-3344

NON-TRADITIONAL Student Services Terra Firma
Socializer will meet at 5 p.m.
today at the Ramada Inn,
Route 13 west of Carbondale.

AMERICAN MARKETING
Association public relations
department will meet at 4: 30
p.m. and the sales department
will meet at 6 p.m. Sunday
outside the AMA office,
Student Center 3r~ floor.

lNTERVARSITY CHRIST·
IAN Fellowship will meet at 6
tonight in Agriculture 209,
STUDENT
BIBLE
Fellowship will meet at 7
tonight at 602 W. Ow~ns.
CHI ALPHA Charismatic
Christian Fellowship will meet
at 7 tonight in Wham lOS.
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Laboratory AdY;.sory Council
will sponsor a 65 family yard
sale from 8 to ll:3O a.m.
Saturday in the Quigley Hall
Lounge,

WOMEN'S CENTER will
have an open house from 1 to 4
p.m. Sunday, 408 W. Freeman.

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOG Y Graduate Organization
will meet at noon Monday at
On the Island Pub, 717 S.
University.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
Audubon Society will sponsor a
field trip to Crab Orchard Lake
Itt 8:30 a.m. Saturday. Interested persons should meet

Everything yooJ need
for your semester projects.

A full range of
patterns, screons,
& symbols.

'3.75
everyday low price

(j)

~~~: ~~e:!~i~ l:~=~i!:

For details, call Vicki Lang at
549-8390.

RUSSIA;.. CLUB will meet at
12: iI() p.m. Saturday at 106 E.
Grand.

CHURCH OF the Good
Shepherd on Orchard and
Schwartz will sponsor a recital
by Deborah Braun, a lyric
soprano, at 8 tonight.

REPUBLIC OF China
Student Association will
present "The Flower Floating
on the Sea" at 2 p.m. Saturday
in the Morris Library
Auditorium.

WESLEY FOUNDATION
will host the Logos Coffeehouse at 8 tonight at 816 S.
Illinois.

NfGERIAN
STUDENTS
Ass'lCiation will meet at 5 p.m.
Sattl..rday in the Student Center
Mississippi Room.

ZIPATONE DRY
TRANSFER
LETTERIN.G

STIlES
701 E. Main·Carbondale
529.4950

REGISTRATION FOR the
Youth Swim session starting
Saturday is at the Rec Center
Information Desk.

Blizzards

jfBATTERY SUPPLY
In Murphysboro take 127 Nortt. to
Indultrial Parle Rd. (oe .....s from
McDonold'I). Tum left at flrsl Itop
Ilgn. Then .eft again to Associated
Batt.,y Supply.

will beat6p.m.

99C:

__
•. ~

;~.....
•

SIZES TO FIT MOST
MOTORCYOEMAKES

INTERNATIONAL FESTIV AL shirts and "hotos will be
sold from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
today in the Student Center 1st
floor.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
STRATEGIC
GAMES Latin America Solidarity
Society will meet from noon to Committee will discuss U.S.
midnight Saturday in the troop deployment to Honduras
Student Center Activity Rooms at noon today in the Free
A, Band C. A business meeting Forum Area.

't~~]j¥Sfi\l

-Rugged. Tough
Conltructlon

56

I~

sa

"
j60

31

Briefs

GOodthru313.o
. •.
I .
I
..

•

•

..
~

•
508 S. Illinois

IJrazi,~
2201 Ramac!a Lane

Southern illinOis University at Carbondale invites applications for the position
of Coordinator of Veterans Affairs.
The Coordinator of Veterans Affairs is responsible for the coordination of
veterans outreach and recruitment; college and community services to
veterans; veterans enrollment certification; and Illinois Veterans Grant (lVG)
certification. Supervises one full-time employee and elevlln student workers.
Currently over 750 veterans and their dependents are receiving benefits.
Bachelor's degree required. Work experience with veterans' benefits and
veterans status are preferred.
Salary and benefits are competitive. This is a term position.
The application deadline is April 1, 1988 or until the position is filled by a
qualified candidate.

to:

Application and resume should be sent
Joseph M_ Camille, Chair,
Veterans Af~airs Search Committee, Student Work and Financial Assistance
Office, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, Carbondale, IL 62901.

109 N. W.!ltlngtH

Carbondal.

. 4~~272~

[1.=1 ~
Other Marts Located In:
C.arbondale
Murphy~

Manon

Southern Illinois University is an Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity
Employer.
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Art program exhibits
sculptors' blueprints
An exhibit of drawings
sculptors used as they created
their work wi~l open Sunday at
the University Museum in
FanerHal1.
The drawmgs, c'llled casting
sheets, ace developed by artists at the beginning of the
SCUlpting process and are used
as a blueprint for creating the
final cast.
The show comprises 51
casting sheets done by 34
artists from across the nation
who have taken part in a
visiting artists program
sponsored by thP. sculpture
program and the School of Art.
Casting sheets provide an
unusual look at the basic
llucleus of the artist's sculptural ideas and are widely
different. Most casting sheets
are done on paper, in ink wash,
water colors or another
medium, but occasionally they
lore done in the form of a photo
or a metal relief drawing.
Works in the show include
those by Ernest Trova of St.
Louis; the late Reuben
Nakian, of Stamford, Conn.;
Red Grooms and Robert
Murray, of New York City and
Phyllis Bramson and Ed
Paschke, of Chicago.
Three local artists' casting
sheets are in the show, including Robert Paulson, who
works in painting and
drawing; Ed Shay, painting,
printmaking and sculpting and
Thomas Walsh, sculpting and
drawing. All three teach in the
SIU-C School of Art.
Other Illinois artists include
Don Baum, Roland Ginzel,
Linda Kramer, Sarah Kre~ps,
Gladys Nilsson and Martin
Puryear.

Casting sheets
provide an unusual
look at the basic
nucleus of the artist's
sculptural ideas and
are widely diffarer.t.
The casting sheets represeut
a record of the artists' ·visits to
Carbondale and Tom Walsh,
head of sculpture area in the
School of Art, hopes to eventually sell the designs and use
the proceeds to establish
student fellowships in sculptureat the University.
The visiting artists program,
begun by Walsh in 1976, brings
artists to campus, where they
spend from four to six days
creating sculptures with
student assistance in all
phases of the sculpturing
process.
Many times the visiting
artists' specialties are in other
media and because they are
new to sculpture, they approach it with some unusual
ideas, Walsh said.
WalEh said the program's
success bas been a valuable
asset for the sculpture
program, Artists in the
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Large for the price of medium!
Dr<Ie,

any large plUa and pay the pri"" of a medIum

81Z.e
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Jewelry Repair ....
.ring sizing
.chain repair
.custom rings
,

~
~

GUN

457-7011

RUNNER

1400W.Main
Corbondale

..~ We buy Gold

Top of the hour drink
specials to be announced

Resume
$14.95
Complete*

SUN

·1 Page, Laser Printed
• 2 Page resumE, $19.95
• Stomi on disk for easy Rvisioo
• Also av.u.ble:
·Consullation • Cover Letrc:n
• Lisl of Refen:nces, dC.

Bloody Mary

'1.25
'1.35
'1.25

JOSECUERW.

Oforonn

621&11
__
Shawnee
Computer
Services

...... ca.
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Get Rolling . •
And Save!

•

Beat high
cigarette
prices • ••
RoU your
own!
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and slow burning
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Foundry, regarded as one of
the top academic sculpture
foundries in the nation.
The University Museum is
open from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Monday through Friday and
1:30 to 4:30 p.m. on Sunday.

Center ~l1d serves

I

O'ne-tnor Carryout

C~':":::rf=~e:a~ :t::r:-C~

TheOldMa,n
Room" located
on the 2nd iloo,
ot the Student

I

Makin' it great!
For Dei,ve,yCan

~

A free jaa improvisation
clinic will be held at 1 p.m.
Saturday in Altgeld Hall, roon
114. The clir....:: is open to all
musicians.

m:'
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Miller sail" Grassel "performs with just about any big
name who comes through
Milwaukee."
The guitarist received much
critical acclaim for his 1986
solo album "Magic Cereal."
He also has had three method
books published, "Monster
Chops" "Guitar Seeds" and
"Big Ax."

:

composition and guitar at the
Milwaukee Area Technical
College. He formerly taught at
the Wisconsin Conservatory of
Music, where he was an
associate of Harold Miller,
who teaches jazz bass at SIUC.
He also frelluently plays in
studio sessIOn work in
Milwaukee. Miller said
Grassel performs and composes all st.-jles of music, including rock and classical. He
frequently performs with the
Milwaukee Symphony when a
guitarist is called for.

~

Milwaukee guitarist Jack
Grassel will be the guest artist
and clinician at the SIU-C Jazz
Festival Saturday afternr -,.
Grassel will perform with
SIU-C Jazz Band and the
faculty jazz group, the New
Arts Jazz Quintet, in a concert
at 8 p.m. Saturday in S!lryock
Auditorium. Admission is $1
for students and $2 for the
general public.
The conce:-t also will feature
the Vocal Jazz Ensemble and
the student jazz group, the
Miles Ahead Combo.
Grassel teaches ja"!:z theory,

r---~--------------------i

=

Guitarist featured at Jazz Fest

I

I

Belief in nlake believe wins show
By Dena Schulte
Staff Writer

Make
believe
and
fascination were maIn
ingredients of the work that
won this year's RickertZiebold awards.
An exhibit of the awardwinning works opened after a
reception and award
presentc.tion Wednesday and
will be displayed throu~h April
17 in the University Museum.
Each of the five winners will
receive $4,000.
"This is the first time
someone has incorpora ted

Group urges
promotion
of tourism
By Phyllis Coon
StatfWriter

A new tourism committee
wants tourism to be Illincis'
top industry by the year 2000.
"It is quite serious for this
area to lOok to tourism," Rick
Linton, executive director of
the Southern Illinois Regional
Tourism Council Development
Committee, said Thursday.

both a compact disk player
and tape deck in a unit strictly
for home use," Richard Stone,
of Vernon Hills, said of his
project design.
The stereo doesn't work. he
added. It's "just make
believe."
Catherine Tallon said her
award-winning sculptures of
the female figure were inspired by black and white
photographs, she said.
"I've always had a
fascination wit; people and
always liked tl e high contrast
hla('k and white photos of

figures in which parts (of the
figures) were faded out," she
said.
Tallon put this idea into a
three-dimensional form that
focused primarily on the interior parts of the body, she
said.
"The exterior body is
something that everyone sees,
no one sees what really is on
the inside," Tallon said.
Other winners were Patricia
Hamilton, painting; Jerry
Overton, product design; and
Ana Escomel, drawing and
painting.

M·_····__·
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breakfast lodgings."
In 1986 Southern Illinois had
a 10 percent increase in motel
occupancy.
In the 35 county Southern
Illinois area there are 10 bedand-breakfast lodgings, Linton
said. "They support a wide
variety of clientele from antique bunters to fishermen ...
The committee is hoping
historical sites in Southern
Illinois will attract tourists,
Linton said.
The committee was formed
to meet and interview people
who want to develop tourist
attractions or events.
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The Student Programming Council conducted a survev during the first two
weeks of December 1987. to determine the public's perceptIon 01 SpringIest.
The surveys were distrtbuted throughout campus and the CarbondaJe
corrmunlty A tocal 01 33B """"'YS were I'llCeived. Three hundred and four were student
responses and 34 were non· student responses. The follOWIng list is a
summary ot the results from that survey
A.) 83% of the respondents who attended Springfest also attended the Card·
board Boat Regatta

B.J The top two items respondents indicated they remembered most about
Springfest were:
L) Good Music/The Bands
2J The Crowds/Lots 01 People
C-J The top three items respondents inc.!icated they enjoyed most about
Springfest were:
1.) The live music 35%
2.) Contests
18%
3.) Registered Student OrganiZanon Booths 12%
D.) The lop thr~e types of musical entertainment respondents indicated they
would like to see at Springfest are
1.) Rock·n·Roll 35%
2.) Reggae
16%
3.) Jazz
12%

E I The top three types of non·musical entenamment respondents indicated

5('' '

they would like to
at Springiest are:
1.) Comedians
29%
2.) Comedy Troupes 21 %
3.) Psychic/Mentalist 13%

G.) If Springiest and the Cardboard Boat Regatta were held on separale days
73% of the respondents indicated they would allend both.
H.) If action was taken to ensure responsible drinking at Springiest
respondents Indicated that:
28% would be more likely to participate.
56% would be just as likely to participate.
16% would be less llkely to participate.

-Rick Linton

::os~!!"~~~nt i~ev~:s_~:~~

Here's what you said
about Springfest!

F.) The top three types of participatory events respondents indicated they
would like to see at Springfest are:
I.J Non·athletic team competition 18%
2.) Carnival. skill game booths
17%
3.) Team intramural athletic events 16%

"Springfield uses
Lincoln and we have
John A. Logan history
and Indian history all
through the area. "

The committee expects an 8to 10-percent increase in
tourism in Southern Illinois
this year. There was an
estimated statewide increase
of 7 percent in 1987. Linton said
32 million travelers in Illinois
spent $9.4 billion.
Tourism is the state's fourth
largest industry. The state is
spending $18.5 million to
promote tourism and an additional $3 million in grants to
local tourism agenCies, he
said.
"In general our biggest
attraction is the Shawnee
forest and all the attractions
there," he said. "To help
support tourism business the

:I.e Springfest 81

U 97% of aD respondents Indicated Springiest is an event that should continue.

Ring'l
(Mainstage) ~
Live musical entertainment
incorporating the sounds
of Blues, Reggae, &
Rock-n-Roll

Rlng'2

...U
-

~C!~!!~:h~~j~:~g

clown tumbling, fireeating and Rock-n-Roll

~~~

Variety of entertainment performed
by students including comedy contest and competition
-Carnival rides -Novelty Booth
This event is sponsored
-Elephant rides -RSO Booths
bv Student Programming
-Rooming Acts -Carnival Food
Council
-The greatest drinks on earth
If you or your organiZation is interested in
parbcipaling in Springfest 'S8 please contact eKher
Sean Craig. Chairperson. Springfest Committee or

Jim Dmke. Graduate AsoisIant. lJniver.;ity Programming
Office. Trird Roar Student Cenler at 536·3393
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Peace Corps looks to grow
Looks to America
to arrive at goal

The Peace Corps is stepping
ulJ recruitment by inviting
groups and individuals to come
up with innovative recruitment ideas, Flanigan said.
"We are appealing to cross
sections of the country to
expand," he said. "We are
reaching out to America to
help us attain this goal."
Volunteer assignments are
usually for two years, although
thert> are variable lengths of
service, ranging from less
than six months to one year.
Any U.S. citizen, at least 18
years old can become a
volunteer. "We look for people
from all walks of life," he said.
. A benefit of the Peace Corps
is that it gives volWlteers LlJe
experience of learning about a
new culture and language,
which they bring back home
with them, Flanigan said.
"They (volunteers) enter
careers where their experiences can be applied," he
added.
Volunteers serve in 64
countries, including Africa and
Asia. "We are expanding into
other countries," Flanigan
said. "We are exploring the
possibility of going to China. "
He said volunteers receive
intensive training at training
sites in each country. The
training usually lasts three

By Amy Gaubatz
Staff Writer

The Peace Corps has
launched a nationwide campaign to increase its number of
volunteers to 10,000 before
1992.

Two years ago, Congress
directed the Peace Corps to

:~r~~rsIt n~~:nw~:. ~:~~

hope to have more than 6,000
within the next year," James
Flanigan, Peace Corps press
officer, said.
Congress decided to have the
Peace Corps expand, Flanigan
said, because "they feel that
it's been a very productive and
worthwhile program, to improve relations with other
countries and for other
countries to be more aware of
America. "
"At one point in the mid
1960s, with 15,000 volunteers
the Peace Corps was much
larger than it is today,"
Flanigan said. "The Peace
Corps can contribute more to
world development, by helping
developing
countries
develop."

months. Volunteers take
classes in the language and
culture of the country, as well
as in the programs they will oe
involved in.
During the day, volunteers
learn in a campus-like setting.
"They (volunteers) live with
host families near the training
sites so they can be integrated
into the natural setting of that
country, " Flanigan said.
"After they complete their
training, they work on a grassroot level, person to person,"
he said. Volunteers might be
assigned to help with small
enterprise developruent, dig
wells, inoculate cattle, help
build schools and community
centers, teach English as a
second language or help improve health and nutrition of
people in rural areas, Flanigan
said.

HERMAN

JOSEPHS~

Light

ORIGINAL DRAFT

Volunteers are paid an $200
monthly allowance, which is
held in escrow during their
service. "It helps them adjust
to mainstream life when they
are through," Flanigan said.
In addition, volunteers are
given a monthly living
allowance.
Anyone· interested in
becoming a volunteer can
contact area recruitment
offices, or call 1-(800)-424-8580.

LIVE FISH
Carp.buHalo.ea~.h

The New Age:
Truth or Deception

TWINLAK••
.AIT& TACKU

A cosmic and enlightening
transmission channeling
truth for a global socletyl

Fee FIIhI,. & FIIh Sa...
Intersection at

Rt. 3& 149

TOlQGH'n 7:00PM

7 miles west of M'Boro

Wham Auditorium (Room 105)

Coli 763-4217

B ....ryoD. W.ioomel
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SPC Expressive Arts

.. 'Second City' i5 brilliant. ..
- H,\[ .'\.-\CAZI'i[

. 'Subtly & Superbly funny!"

pre.eDt.

-'iE\.HIRI\P\I..,l

Touring
Company
Thursday. AprU 21
7:30pm
Student Center Ballroom D
Tickets 8 5.00 on sale at
Student Center Central Ticket Office
for more Information call536-3393
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From the 2nd City in Chicago
Come See the Comedy Stars
ofTomorroUJ Today

BA
BOUR

2 fori

DERAILMENT
NIGHT
Aspiring dirt-track-car racer Scott Wallace,
junior in speech communication, plans to

enter a car, which he bought in January, in a
race this summer in Indiana.

Student racing ahead with dream
By Brent Honcharenko
Student Writer

After Richard Petty won his
200th race at the Daytona 500
in 1984, Scott Wallace decided
that's what he had to. do for a
living.
Wallace, 21, a junior in
speech
communication,
always has been a fan of
racing and Petty. Wallace
describes him as "the king" of
the National Association for
Stock Car Auto Racing.
"I even got to meet him
(Petty) once," Wallace said.
"It was at the Atlanta Journal
500 in '85.
"I'm in the Richard Petty
fa:- club and even got to meP.t
his son, Kyle Petty, who also
races NASCAR, in Louisville,
Kentucky at a Ford dealer·
ship."
After all the years of en·
thusiasm with racing and the
Petty family, Wallace decided
to start racing. In January he
bought his first car, a
Plymouth Barracuda, to race
this summer in Haubstaut,
Ind.

Haubstaut has a quartermile dirt track. Wallace plans
to race in the street stock
division.
There
are
three
classifications of stock car
racing, street stock, late model
and sprint.
"Street stock cars are pretty
basic," Wallace said. "They're
not modified very much and
you can only run a stock
engine. Late model cars are
more modified; the engines
are built up, they go faster and
the exterior of the car is dif·
ferent. Sprint cars are the little
cars that go really fast, they
have the big wings on top."
Getting started in racing
takes a lot of time and money.
So far, Wallace has been
working on the car himself, but
he has friends back home in
Ellery. Ill. who plan to give
him a helping hand.
"It's going to cost me about
$1,500 to get my car ready," he
said. "And that's just the
small·time dirt track racing.
"Plus it'll cost $15 every
race for the entry fee, and the

Thurs vs. St. Mary's 1pm
Fri vs. St Mary's 1pm
Sat vs. Sf. Francis 1pm
Sun vs. Sf Francis 1pm
ABE MARTIN FIELD
$3.00 Gen. Adm. SIU Students FREE with ID

cost of gas for the car and gas
for the vehicle to haul the car
to and from the races."
Other costs include
replacing broken parts, a
blown engine or insurance.
"You don't have to have
insurance," Wallace said.
"But it's safe. It's also a big
hassle to get and costs a lot of
money to have.
"Racing season starts April
runs through August,
but what I really want to be
ready for is the race at the
Olney fair. They've got a halfmile track and I can really cut
loose."
Wallace says someday he'd
like to join NASCAR, but it's
tough to get into.

24 and

"In order to drive NASCAR,
you have to have a resume that
shows where you've driven
and how long ... If vou don't
have inside connections or
aren't around it a lot, your
chances are pretty slim until
you make a name for yourself
on the small tracks," he said.

Pitchers of
I
Speedrails $4.50·

!)ining
Ciuide
Rosati's Pizza
is famous for its Chicagostyle thin crust pizza.
Stop by for a slice or
let us deliver it to you ...

FREE'
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LocationS.51

Hours:
7arn-1Opm
457-4011

Next to
Arnold's

Spring is Coming!

~
. '

One 16" Pepperoni
Pizza

o

for '7.9'
delivery free
Special good this
weekend only

" The Best Around"

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH
Grand Ave. Mall Carbondale

" ..n,

41l E.

Sun-Tues
lOam-lam
Wed-Thurs
lOam-4am
Fri·Szot
lOam-Sam

Walnut
We will take
phon.: orders
for piclc .. p.

BMT Uldll1 C."I1U,l pql;JdClI
SI'BWAY(,LI'B{roa,'b<,<" 'ur""
n'NA n'NA n'NA

3 .. 98
hJn'l3.99
3.A9
4.79

J

SEAI'OODa(~RAB

STEAK a (~BEESEI1()(J~• •"IOIn'
ROAST BEEF
TrRlLEl' BREAST
BAM a ('BEESE
MEATBALLS

3.99
3.99
3.79
3.79
3.;;9
:l.OIl

OPE:\" LATE

SE\'I~:\"

It.N9
It_N9
1t.49
3.lt9
It_N9
It.N9
It.69
It_69
1t.49
1.1111

1>.\ y~.\ \\'EEK

549-4020

(/i:~·plaiIl

Ds

':. ;2-:T~il ;£t\~t: ·~~aiood pl.(\C~.

Mon. - Burrito Supreme &
$1.99
Tues. _~::T:!~n:.,prem.. &
$2.19
Wed. -~~'::II:~ & M.... Drink $3.29
Thurs.-Nact-o ..1I.rancie &
$2.39
Fri. -~a~:'~II=~ & Med. Drink $3.29
Sat. _Combo Platter &
$2.99
Sun. _~:::rlnk
4ge
From 10pm to Clo.e
Tacos & Bean Burrito. 59C

r-iiu,ZiiurriioSu".....--,
I
I

I

& Get 3rc1 One FREE
Expires........

.L

~RegUlar

Each additional topping just 88e for both pizzas

[~j:

!~"~}8
501 East Walnut

Carbondale,lL

'12 LB. BURGERS
SOUPS
SALADS
SANDWICHiCS
APPETIZERS

Weekend Special
Grilled Prime Rib
'9.95
Dining Hours: l;_l;;~:t.~~t.
457-"....

Corry out Avoiloble

F\-'

Arby

457-2825

18>1301 North Yale, Marion
~
(by Red lion Inn)

~

997-5040

lISlE tIE
l1lI'S.

11~

Try Our New

Just ask for the $8.88 Deaf.

~ . .•.

If you're tired
of fast food
burger barns,
then indulge yourself in our
new gourmet breakfast,
lunches and desserts.

1110 East Main, Carbondale
(by University Mall)

Cheese Pizzas
for $8.88

:Plliw.·

Treat yourself to lunch
on our new olltside
cafe deck or relax
inside.

457-6776
Eastgate Plaza
.Carbondale. IL

Valid at paltlclpating stoles only Not va!ld '''''Ith any other

oller Llt~ITED DELIVERY AREA OUI o".ers cally less man
$ 2000
( '987 Domino S Pilla Inc

Chicken Cordan

Bleu
Chicken-Ham-Swiss Cheese

$2.39

I

·_.'-··'¥.~~iI!,,* _ _iiIiiIlIl!IUI!'''JI!~·'fUIII(J.IL.~
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3-29-88. .. . . .. . . .

'or Sale
Auto--Part. & Services
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MoIIlleHom..
MI_lIaneDus
IlectronlCl
~"&Iuppll..
"cycl..
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Coli A«"," 536-1593.
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. . ... . 24'2Acl23

! 3·31-118.,....
'
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225M.I24
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?J!~/:"t!~'1=,~':t;a=
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3.25-81. .....
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1910 Forel T-BlreI
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1916 Isuzu Trooper II
...2_d_r_._,_A_i_r,_A_u_to_m_a_t_ic_________-I I =~~:°tit'~,r'~:
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~-~25n. ... . 2f32Afl26
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FOPAl'S WAlLPAPER OIInET now
1917 Plymouth Horizon
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.,
Automatic
_
II. E_ Ma'n ...., 10 HolIday
6
I
1-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _II'"n......
up 10 80 "......" on
- 2 to choose from 1913 Dod,e Charg.r
::::tocI<~1,...bt:'!:.l~
$2300
onIySS.99.
1~15 Plymouth Voyager
h ________-I1 f-6-III ., , . , .. -, , .... - W6AfJ2I
I _S_ti_c_k_S_if_t
2 d 4_cy-o--._'
~_r_._,
-~ower and Air -Nice i
INSURANCE
1974
VW
Tranaporter
1915 Plymouth Caravell
I:
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•••••••Term
305E.Maln
549"2255
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457-1155.A :

=:'1.

........................ .
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t~~~~s;~.oo ::'!th ::;Fn~,~::~
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r:::!:~_s~~ud.~rijs;:1~;.f5~~~rjs

13-29-88

1/ 55Ba 113'

MARRIED-GRAD
PROFESSIONAL
TOWNHOUSES

AYALA
INRlRANa

320

340

560 Mo

Mobile Homes 130

457-4123

160

220 Mo

549-6598

Now Renting
for

Truck e Auto eVan

FULL LINE OF
ACCESSORIES!

0,

We olfer a variety 01
dress·up parts &

No.
Days To Run _ _ _ __
Classification _____ .

o VISA

0 MilderCard

Stat.

Zip Code

r..1I·color catalog
available.
Hrs: Mon,·Sat. 10·6
At. 13W

Phon.

(21'> miles W. 01 Ram ... Innl

PI~911'·.~fCI'IrC""iltord •• plra"cndat• .u"""CClnplOC-.""outON'..t

;=rrIT 1 I I 1 ~UlJ

betweeni;arbo"~.&

C'od""'<d •••,""o.ndo .. _---1._ _

"'urp~ysbol<

Signature ______________

"EW TOW"HOOSE
APARTME"TS
309 W. College
509 S. Rawlings
519 S. Rawlings

Get ~esults With The D.E. Clanifledl
1__________________________

Malibu Village 529·4301

accessolles.

Name
Address:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
City
PieaM charae to my credit a,d:

Summer and Fall '88
Apartments, Houses
Mobile Homes

-----------1
I

eOneblock
from campus
eWasher/ Dryer
eMicrowave
-2 full bathroom
-Dishwasher

For more information tG1I519·1081
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Sunglasses

DISCO~'NT HOUSING, land

2 bdrm
furnished opts. 2 mJ west of C'dal.

By Jed Prest
Stl)JS

WEltE

I BDRM. NOW-Summer

M·BORO.

"NO 1 l'HOUGllf
BEO

, r::;.,';:s:J;D':r f~C~K4~~3

fl~O.

.....-88 ..

il1cl,. no

. 238080126

. . . .. . .

, C'DALE. FURNISHED APTS (I block

i

~o;:,~$;f.su'i·';::r~;.O;J~~~~'~

: 5180. Also 5 bdrm hou••

01 609 S.
:S~!:;~'4Oparpal'SOllparmo. Call
5-2-88 . . . . . . ....... 232580 146
SUBLEASE IIDRM FURN. 0<. clo.. to
compu •. qul., area. big back yard.
Exira NIce I 5240 mo. 687-1938.

~:RvjU£' ·EFFIC;ENd49J.~~~~

MENTS.

REC Cent.r. new 2 ~ SOUTH POPLAR STREET Apartments;
bedroom town home on* and a half j Carbondale. Just OO'Oss sl,.. .t from

NeAll

THe

:~~J9~~ ;:~~~'-r,;4~,ng·

atnlroJ oJr :

~;r:.~5S/~ ~~~:7I:=~o~/:!r~~

3·30·88 . .
. . .. 208280 123 I Library.
Two.bedrooms. oneSUMMER AND·OR FaU. Clo,. 10 I bedroom. rOOMs.. and eWclend.s
compl,ls EJt.fro nice 2. 3 and '"
FurnIshed 01" unfurrUshad. Owners.
bdrm5 Furn_. In,ulo,ed. no pets_
549·"'08

---;rpARTME!I;TS
SI G

dPIUU\

cd lor

Soph(lmnr~~ ~nd

up

NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER & FAll66-8~
I

P"ll.lIll1!

!

~r'lJ:

1;(

h'~ -',\ "\Il{;

.\.j.lI th

\\.
I

. .:rpt"!
11 ~

t

t·t!

i \ .. t'r\ I~ II-'
(>Urd()Of L'I'" grill ..
( d t Itt'

mow iawns. furn.sh wat...-. pe'st
control. normal r.fuse pickup. and
security Jights, and remav. snow
'rom CIty sldewa/Ks_ Quiet araa.
conyenlent
10
No"onc:I
Foods. laundromat. and downrown
Lower ra'es for Summer, Rates vary
size ot units V..-y compeflUve.

W,,"

~~c;t~'~n~ ~~~~;,!~.J~~r:;j~:C~y
north of Morri. ~Ibrory Call 457·
7352 or 529-5777
QUALITY WITH AFFORDABLE rates.

for 2 hdrm. curpef. air, wuter.
turnlshed,unI·urnlshed. 549-6603 or

457-6956.
2. 3. 4 and ; jjL/IIM. FURN. AC. <alo<
'_v_. clos. fO S'U Moy or Aug. Allarnoon. 457·7782 or 549-4265.
5-11-18
..
210480153

GEOIIGET,)WN

APARTMENTS

SPACIOUS FURN. OR unfum. E""'lIY
eH. , or 2 bdrm. all .Iect.. quiet
area. 457-5276.
4-8·88 . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 22198013~
2 AND 3 SEDROOM opts. and

LOVEL Y ,lewet'" furn. or unll.lm
Renting FaU, SItI"".mer ·-:.r 2. 3. ..

_ ,•. DI.play open 10-5,30 dal'y
529·2187.
4-4-68 . . .. . . .. . 219580 126
I. 2. '" 3 BDRM APT. FURN 01' unfurn, ae, May or Aug. After noon.

'0

house.. oU wolklng distonce
compus. 549-3' 74 9-6 or (eove
messOoge.
3·2~-as
.......... , .. 227580 120
I. 2. and 3 SDRM APTS. CLEAN.
qule •. dose fo campul. Summer 01"
foil. 687.1938.
4-1J-8B. .... .. . . 222080131

457-77S2

5-IJ·dD ........... 210380153
CARBONDALE. LARGE EFFICIENCY.
Fum opts. Neot" compus. both. lull
kitchen. oe. qui.' setting. fr. .
perking Lincoln Village Apts , S. .s'
and Pleosant Hili Rood nex' door 1:)
SoII.lKJ Loundromat. Summer S,.r,S
mo. Spring $200 per mOon'h. Resident
Manager on premises _ CQJI 549·
6990.

LUXURY 2 BDRM TOWNHOUSES. '0.
on Glon' City block 'op. land a holf

ba,hs. goroge, 011 appllonees. $490
p-mo. 549-5260 or 549-0021
4·1-88 ........... , 2472Bol25
CARSONDALE. FIRST MONTH fr_ In
2 bdrm 'ralll wesf behInd clinic
5~50. 457-3321.
4-8-88 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 232280130
TOP CAIIBONOAIE LOCA nONS FOR
foil. I ond 2 bdrm tum'shed opts. no
pals_ <011684·4145
4-29·88
13B480145

3-31-88. ........... 216280124
4 ROOM. 2 BDRM APT .. port/r furn ..
6 mos. leout. ,resh p'ckup turn.. no
pa... S 185 mo. t.~·......o, 684-2760,
LARGE 2 SDRM. QUIET area. neor
Carbondale Clinic. Furn'sh.d·
unfurni.hed. $360 up. 549-6125,

lor In1oPlldlion .. top bv

The Quads
457-4123
SHOW APART ME NTS
Tut' -Thur~.-Fri
l-:;pm
)at .11-2pm

MEADOW RIDGE

IS Su;;;i~l.;gly
.~~w.~;

Affordablel

Royal Rentals
501 E. College
457-4422

.--_~~.-K
Conveniently loc.ated
• Nex~ to school
on Wall & Campus
e Extras include:
Washer/Dryer
Heat Pump
Dishwasher

e

CALL TODAY

457-3321
_ . Yoo can't

~"4 ~
~ ~

I

offord
not to.

~: Preview some of
Carbondale's finest
two bedroom
apartments. VAIL.
PARKTOWNE. TRAILS
WEST, HICKORY GlADE_

Good locations
Great Prices

/!Jl.e"u.. Today for
Occupancy Now.
Summer or Fall
Woodruff Services

~ ~ i457-3321

1. 2. 3. & 4 Bedroom Apartments
Furnished or Unfurnished
Fleldble Lease Term•.••

Ask about our .ummer storage!!

Office at 703 S. 111.1 Ave., Carbondale
ONIIIIIIIOOM
5001 5_ Ash 4.5
502S.lktvericlge 2
511 5_lktveridge I. 3
51.S.I\e\·,'fidge 4
tHJ. N. CO' <a
404W_Ct.\Iiege I
403W_ Elm I
402'1. E. H...,...
.10'1. E. Hester
210 Ho.pitol 1. 2
507'1. W_Main(front)
202 N. Poplor 2. 3
406S.Univ .... ily 1.
507W.Main 2
W. Walnut I.
.1.W.SycOfTlOl'$(ea.tl
(westl

334

2

TeRAta ColU't.

BUIUird Table

e ...

511 S. Beveridge 2
51. S_ Beveridge

BOOE.Grand
457-0446

hr. Lawulromcat
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I
I

~:!;N..o~,:ry!.. ~=a.!_!!;

.'de_

house on Norm-sl
ovalloble
Ap<1I1. S575. 549-1940.
3-31-18 .............. 2239Sbl24
ENGLAND HEIGHTS HOMES. 2 bdrm
country ••mn;. UnIty PaIn' School

~~'rrail :;;);;'~rc:;~r;;g~t;:~

. ......... 2304Sb132
EGYPTIAN PYI/AMID COMPLEX now NICE 2.3.4 and 5 bdrm hou.... I on
renting for Summer gnrl fcI!l. &est MIll Sf. Coli Clyde Swanson at 529.
prices In lown_ 457-7941 or 549-2454. S294.
4-5-88 . . .......... 233280 127 4-26.«8..... ..... _ 2308Bb 142
I 0/1 2 BDRM APT. S200 per mo. 3 SDRM. CENTRAL ...:~. go. heal.
Indude. utll. 910 W. Sycomore. Call _her-dry.... _
$420
457·6193.leo.. m .... oreall....
rna .. Mar 15deposllondr...._ .
4-5-88 ........ , .... _. 250080127 549-1315. or 1-893-2376.
FOUl BLOCKS TO compus. 3 bdr",. 3-~-18 ............ _ U1OSbI20
_II b'pl. furnl.hed hou .. _N~ pa... AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY I "O/IM
549-0826. 684-5917
. collage. poneled. carpal/nfl. oH

",>ck.

;-I:~ .A";'RTMEiir: . :~~:~ : :,,~,;::,~n:s:.!~:mo. Colllondal
Ideal fIX prof•• Slonal IX '4-1-18... .. ....... 2363Sb I~
foaIlty $430 par month. S 100 oH ,., . <OIl lENT 1 OR 3 bdrm. In Cormos. ren'. 529-4360.
i tel ,,'I". centrol af" 5275 mo .. mil

area.

~-~ 'iORM .UNIT: '~n~~I'!"~~
some ufllm.. pold. llSO per mo. 3
miles .as' of Carbondal. In qul.t
;~~~:in:::!;::'f~:ln~" 9373-31-18 .............. 242180:24
SUBlEASER NEEDED IMMEDIA TEL Y

!~~:O~,.O'k.forCfv>rlf.

2367Sbl2J
RESfDENTIAL _Ion
Immedlat.ly. Hen
~'. SJ~. of.., 5;30 pm 5293-2a-&. . . . . . .. . ..... 2366Sb121
: 2 BOI!M HOUSE on N S I. Woler.
nd
moo C.:rsr29.1;oo. Depos" pius

i 2 BDRM.

NICE

; oval'abl.

i
!

~:::.~:::.:r~;";':,.SI :!,i:':' ~o:

GA/lDEN PARK APT. Sub_.. for

Iros" and w.d Incl.. appl. fum.

qu"'. an.hoH block '0 campu•. Coli

FURNISHED

. . 254380139

3 IDIIM HOUSE_ Cor-

=:'~Sto~'*;um"'.:;._ ~I~~~

Ir:.::.'·.:·...:~:~~.~~~ . :·,:~":::·il, ~;:=5E:~4:.~r:~~
quo..

on :~:;r,~~~m Sum",.,.. $4SO.

_Ie

3-28-18....... . .... 2490lIl>121
CLEAN 3 BDRM FURNISHED. new
...trig. <o.,..'ln". qule' area. /g.

4 BOI!M MILE AND a
Eas,
from Wall. 51SO mo. 011 uHI.
IrocIud«I. 529-3513. 3
need I

-

more.

~=ri AHO:oR' 'Faii_ I~,,;:I~

=

s::.~ 5;:r21~:"~~;o.-

compus. Exira nIce 2. 3. and 4 3-28-88 ... . ....... 24888b121
bdrm.. Furn.. Insula'ed. no pe'"
NICE 2 BDRM CAIIPETING. olr. large
549.... 08_
: rooms w-d hook ups. .fonJge.

~~lo",: -;" COUNTRY' .~~..!:: =~~:~~~Z;~,.~

Cdale. Lorge 2 bdrm duplex. all.
_ , . _ I.... pets <>Ie. 457-6956 '"
54~.

.....-as . -.. -..... , ....

2122SbI26
SPECTACUlAl 4 SEDIIOOM NEAR

3930
3.28-18 .............. 2_,21
TOP COALE LOCATIONS for
2.3.4. ond 5 bdrm f_l.hed hou....
no pets. coli 684-4145 .

Fa,_

:::':~"'=i
~ng"::Ih":::: =Viiu:
-1' MI' 'Fi!OM
~.'~
fan. 549-3973 or 457-8194_
bdrm. large yard. S200 mo. S300

:-:o'
:M HOOSE.'i:URN: ;;/::'r!>,~~
do ••
foSIU.Avall.Moy.A.#ternoon.

4S7.7182 or 549-42"
5·11-18 .. _........ _.. 210 .>153

QUALITY

HOME_

MULTIPle

0.-

;~~deposll: "IS:204I23778bl21

=

2.J. Qnd ..

DISCOUNT HOUSING,

bdrm fumlshed "oules. 2 ml wes' of
C'dole Ramodo Inn. <01168+-4145
4-29-88 ........ _..... 238.SbI45

=

~~,~I;:,:;~rgsi!-i.::l ~!~
~,: min .•
_I mo.~.onddep.CoU45~.

and famIly neIghborhood.

I
I'

~W.CherryCt.

409 W _Cherry Ct.
404 W. College 3 ••
500 W _College I
.05 E. FrlttlmOn

• 11 E_FrlttlmOn

.08 'I. E. Hester
.IOE_ Hester
208 Hospital I
210HU$pital 3
614S_Logon
507'/0 W. Main (bock)
207S_Mapie
906 S. McDoniel
4OOW.Oak 3(bock)
402'1a W. Wolnut
7035.lIIinoil 202. 203

lHnllIDIIOOM
.10S.Ash
!'VI SAsh 2
SOON_Allyn
fH9N.Allyn
511 S_ Bev..,.idge
51.S.a.veridge
I. 2. 3

2

I !~~·.~c;,r=~CI_
'

.08 W. CherryCI.

409W_CherryCI.
I,

'
I,

I

I hall ml. from compus. S240 mo. 549-

Call: 529-1082
~W_CoI.

1.2.3

4. 5

~W.• Coliege 2. 3. 4.
501 W_ College 1. 2. 3
503W.Coliege 1.2. 3
310 E. College
409E.Freernon

!OU!""""""

S04 S. Ash 3

westl

I. 2. 3
SID N. Carico
tHJ.N.Carica
SOON.Allyn
609N.Allyn
31lW.Cnerry
.06 W. (nerry Ct.

406 Ya E. Hester

• Nautflu Room

301N.Springer
1. 2. 3. 4
'4045_ Unlversl1y(Nor1hI
404'1. S. University
310E.Coliege
334 W_ Walnut 3
402'A1 W.Wolnut 3
414 W. S)comore (_t.

I

507'" S. Hayes
402 E. Hester
402'" E_ H...ter

• SatmnatAg Pool

• Big Screen TV

3.25.88 ............. 2222Sb120

......-N-O-W--R-e-n-t~i...n-g-F~O-r--=F=-a--:I:":I-A-=-n....i.,.d:-::S=-u-_-_-e-r---,: r~~z~::;2~j~

LEWIS PARK
APARTMENTS

e

. ~23OSbl20

. . ..

~~ •.".S.7~._ .. _ .• 2216Bb123 ;~~iEDItOOM HciMf24:~s;.,!

TWO.EDROOM

e

R,.

....

fURN 4 BOI!M HOUSE. all ull/. Inri ..

;; to campul, ovall. May J5. 457·

~~2~~:'Road 1-98S·.~'08·25048<JI20 ~:72~B8.

~';;~9-4491.

From '170 per person

Brand New
3&4
Bedroom
Townhouses

$12~ monlhly.

3.2~-a8

~bd'=.· z.:~7".;,2f::':~~ =Pfu~5420~' 5~-;::"'123

At Royal Rentals we have a
full-time profesSional maintenance
staff and a 24 hour emergency
phone number for your
maintenance problems
any time. On top of our
excellent maintenance
service we offer
low cost student
hOUSing. Come
check out our low
summer rates.

120/ S_ Wall

furnl.hed

TWO BEDROOM HOUSE on Easl

~:' GoocI,'uden' location. 529·

!,:~~' .......... 2~180129 ~-='LG 'HOUSE'';';'N ::.7=~

Royal Rentals

AND "i:T
VERl CLOSE TO CAMPU

SPACIOUS FURN OR unfurn. all
brick. 3.4. or 5 bdrms.. energ)"

:~;~o In~., ~J~ 6~"~J_"~ 238380 I 45 :~~.~:~': ~~~~1, ~~~- ,",S.]~S:;~BSb 130

=::~~::::: 22
SOOW.College

301 C,....f-·_ Ln_
303 Crestview Ln_
305 Crestview Ln.

.1IE_F.........n

=~:~:;::~

606W. Cherry
fH9N_Allyn
503N.Allyn
508 5_ Beveridge
51.S.lktveridge 2
510N_Carico
3OOE. College
402W.College
SOOW_College l

=~':;::::-Ln_

303 C,.stview Ln.
305 Crestview Ln.

~~:~:::r

406S_Hesler
208 Hospital Dr_ 2
610 S. Logon
61.5_ Logon
413W_Monroe

~~t~k

I (westl.

SOl W.Oak
5135. Hayes
.02E.Hesler
406 E. Hester
408 'AI E. Hester
208 Hospital 2
611 K""nicoH
610S_ Logan

SI.N.Oaklonci
519S.Rawllngs 1.6
209W_Cherry
311 W. Cherry 1
..cM 5. UnIversI1y (North)
507 N. Hayes
3001 E. College 985-2561
316 Lynda

4OOW_Oak I (wesl).

fI'fIlII!I!OOM
3OOE.CoIIege

::;.=..181
2(_t)

509 S. Rawlings 2. 3.

~ s~ Univ....ity (north)
=:':~~~:n!

906 W. Walnut
309W.Coliege 1.2.3

..

3OSCrestviewLn.
413 W. Monroe
514 N. Ooklond

:::.=c-

IIVIN /IIDIIOOM
4OOW.Oak

Zf":~~:.~: ........ 25068b127

:"=,,;./"':T'i,.B1f C:».;::

OVDI/ob/o; ""fl' I. ssao_ 1-985-2567.
4-5-!/; .......... _.... 25098b127
FUflN TWO IDIIM s-s.. Woll-to-

~/:~8:~.i;f,;,,~':'·Mor

4-1-18 .......... _.... ~24SbI~
8£AurfFUl. COUNTRY SETTfNG. 2
min. from _ . lise of swimmIng

:::i.

:::....~~I...al:;

aIr. w-d hook up. mIcro _ .

;:!'.!..c;:.r.'.:t..~:-s:.:~:
~-

eededf

=~~!"':':';:,,; 529"'~

/eo

bet:!

5.ond529-41011of1w5.
4-8-18 ...... _.... _... 2343Sbf3O

:""';::"

~~~C:'I~'~
~'r,
r.:~A.~7p:m:4~7~~29SbI25

~';:E:ai~~;:~
mo. anddeposll. 687-3893.

4-1-18 ......... - .... 2S408bf25

II:.•. ·
_

Moltl!cttom..

·.JI

_

CARBONDALE fOR RENT 0< for sol•.
2 bedroom. clean. coIl 529-2432 or
684-2663.

t~~O;.K..ANDP..,;,.!~~:

=.j,.:./1;';'5':':'~7~~:~
~~ll:r:':...

2mlk124
12 x 6S 2 BDRM. NEW CARPET.
cenlralalr.'owulll .. nlcepork. Very
reosonabIe ,........ 457-0163.
.
. ....... ~ _~ . .23238cUl

~
.. OBILE HO..ES

.At.

¥..'['1 !:"i!>.
'
,

(SfXI$CXt- D<IW

Now Renting for
Summer & Fall
Brand New 14' wides
Showing Dailv From 1-5

Sat/Sunlty Appt •
2 Blocks From SIU
Next to the Wash

HO'-!5e

905 E. PARK 529-132

2 SDRM MOBILE HOMfS lfery nice,
!UI:~~SO::O: =~S.";::'~ I SOUTH POPLAR SfREfT Rooms ond I FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED i THE FIELDS APARTMENTS will be
sorry no pets. Glisson MHP 6.'6 E.
f
EHIciencles. edole. Jus' OcrOIS
Include,
dishwasher.
micro"
hiring ifHJsonal yard workers. W.
Pork. and ROKonne MHP. S. Hwy. 51. I ::;:!.d~r$!':t~::!d.~b:=~~: I st.... ' from campus, In
wosrter-dryer_S2.50mo 687-1174.
two honest
hQ~d working
lof'S oj ,,...,. qvl.t, (owner lJ ....s on 1 hundrfil block S. Poplar St .. directly 3·25·88 ..
.
23658.l2;' peopl•. FuU end port-time work
. 16468c 122
1_
north of MOI'ris Llbrory For single
eJl:perlence n./pful. Apply In person
MURDALE fIOMES. CARBONDALE
premIses). PorIcvlew Mob,,. Homes., INOmen SIU students only. Four I. [
.
"j
of Th. F,.lds Aportments. 700 Lewis
West "~de camp",. lunctlc-n Tower . ~!:d':~:;~·~~::":~: W~h ~:7/~~! private rooms with two berths In I
Duple...
I Lane, C·de/.. App"cgflons taken
Rd ond W. Murphy'boro Rd.. lor- :
l'ol:'I~CI..apo~~·Wnt,th°,nt.d ownlwaboethl·1
f ~;5~lsh.3.-~5 88.. ... .. 2379C120
rner/r Old 13 West. A b" northwest
byoppo'nlment
provIde In rent. ,
. R.N. 011 PHLE80TOMIST Part·tlme
of Mort'ls Ubrary. obout one·ho/f

ADOPTION IS AN op"on

I

,ev.n'I'

I

i~;:'~~dol.

r.eecI

r

~:.~~~~~~'e!'::r:::::,c-:::~

abouf two miles Of' seven mlnules
from Campus or downtown. Con·
v.nlenf
~51 sid. campus

'0

:!i:..S'se~='I·on fXI{!::r :~

Chautauqua city .s1r. .1s and snow
routH_ and 10 Kroger. Country Folt'.
Laundromols, other Mu,.do,. '''-4
triceJ. and StU aJ,.porl. No highwoys
or rollroads to obstruct Eoch 12 feel
)I 52 ,,,,, two bedrooms about 'ne
lOme
,bo.h In l»twHn for
prlvocy. Eodl has Itl own WCJllc-/n.

"%e.

~IIJ~. 8{!~nd..t..::k:':..:,::r
.hade lren. hard .urfaced parking.
cabl_ ovoJJoble_ In city Ilm/tt.
natural ga'
3O-goUon wor.,.
heg,.,., t'on"e. city

neat.

\NID'.r. ,.wer.

pall"" and I.re protection. Frost·""

•

~:2:~n

,I

oil utili"". ,..., control. normal:
2q~~~: i rei"". pickup . • ecurlty lights. and I CARSONDA~ 3 8D~ 545? Heo'.

~~=r~s. ;~mr::;;70 ';,~:'h. ~r,

and Spr-Ing $230 month. QH.ce 711 S
Poplar SI .. lunctlon W. IIMII 51. "nd S
Poplar St.. directly narth ,,1 Morrl.
Library. Coli 457·7352 or 529·Sm.
3·30·88 . . . . . . . .. . .. 11528c123
TWO 8EDllOOM M081LE hom ... 2
Iocollons $ IJa.S250 per month. 529.
4444.

3·25·88 .............. 222&8c120
VERY NICE 14x70 two
pr-I""..
101. Notural9OS ond cobl•. 529-"«.
3·25·88 . . . . . . . . .. . .. 22298c120
2 IIDIIIrI FURNISHED. CLOSE to
compus, new carpet. .",Ira In·
sulollon. -V nlee. 529·511511 or 457.
<705.
3·28·88 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22368c 121
FOSTER RENTALS RENTING to.
Summer and foil. ~umJJhed. car·
peled ond clean. Underp'nned
anchored. close to compu•. on Pork
Slreel. no pell. 529·5505.

bdrm.

and

Home5·Showlng I t05.M·F.

/;On

oH.,

"nonclol

~7:;:')f;~~~~,~~~~~~~'Ity

altemoon. lor 8·12 wHks. Contact
Dr. Me"ska. SIU·C P.ychology

CASH IN A FIo.n at Traders World.

=~·:t:~r;:;:~::.:~ ~=:o;:~. ~~

I

. ...........

::P~~~Er:.,,!~:CY~~~T :~f~~:e::~

2'9181126

PERSONAL· THOUSAND·YEAR-olr:t

~~~ ;:,~~.~~ ~~~~~':;Io~-;r.ciur;:~~~;: ~~;~::'~:'!'~.~':n~i.!::;;:~ f~nesl'''~S49·3987:iS02CI2I ~~.:;:~e;':"i:fho;d:;j;,,~Y:?:,

t::NDALE: 2' AND;
i
mobile hom.. lor Summer. Foil. ond
Mill St. ond S. Poplar SI.. directly
Spring. CIRn, do.e to compvs. no
north of Morris library. Call 451pets. 529·1422.
7351 or 529·5777.
3·30-88 .............. 1_,23
3.30-88.
I I578d 123
NICE I2X40. 1 8EDROOM HOME on I
two '0"'. pr'v,,". $140 mo. Coli 687· i

I

GianI City block top. 529·1144.
3.29-88 .... _......... 24S18fr22
10WNHOUSf 2 BDRM UN·
FURNISH.D • .-ry nIce. oc. 2 mile.
eo.'n_RI.13.549-6598e..ning>.
4.18oU ........ . _... 24S28f136

TANDEM CYCLYIST evil. UIIIy· "'rlV. onddeprv.-d.bul
able 10 over. 25 miles Fflr rid •. PO)"S also 5et151f1.,. ... '0 "gh,. Join",. in
min. wage. Coli 457·1790
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.Prefer individual with
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-Position begins immediately

for
SUIT'mer and Fall Semesters

eClassified Advertising Sales Representatives
Journalism majors preferred, will
consider other majors. Four hour
work block helpfuL

Application Deadline: Fri., March 25

ef'otilian begin. April 18

e Adverti~j ng Graphic Artist
Afternooi"1 work block necessary. Knowledge

1

of deadlines. typography, color separation
& screens helpful. STC commercial

Application Deadline: Fri., March 2

",~U;;_2j22_.'C. For
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graphics majors preferred, will
consider other related majors.
eAdvertising Dispatch Clerk
Journalism majors preferred, will
consider other majors. Afternoon
work block, 12noon-4:oo pm.
Must have reliable, insuTed auto, will reimburse
mileage. Good driving record a must.
Deliver daily proofs to advertise...
e Advertising Office Assistant(s)
Journalism major preferred, will
consider other majors. Four hour
work block necessary. Answer

4.7-88
. . . . .. . .. 2534fI29
ALONE AND SINGLE? Fre.
brodture. Dote-Ma,es Inr;. 80x 232.CD3. Ile<atur. II. 625_2.; 800-
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UlJu ....

.\I·F U.... plll

~ ..,
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P.S. We love

215W.MA'N

phone, schedule advertising, and work
with walk-in customers.

your
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enthusiasm r

, ;:;':!'!.~=::h~'~~·::=":
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I-------------------~. rC'Oupl. In our

Complete Job Description Available upon RequeSi

Applications Available Now at the
Daily Egyptian Business Office,
Rm. 1259. Communications Bldg.

:","01.

; day service "I make you lOOk good ..

Student Work Positions
eAdvertising Sales Representatives
Journalism majors preferred. will
consider other majors. Automobile
helpful. will reimburse mileage.

Applications Available Now at the
Dany Egyptian Business Office,
HM. 1259 Communications Bldg.

-Approximately 20 hours per wael<
workblock necessary
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Softball team readyfor NIU;
Sunday loss gives incentive
By Troy Taylor
Staff Writer

Seeing is believing, so picturethis:
The Northern Illinois softball team is tied at 3 with SlUC in the seventh inning of the
semifinal game of the
Seminole Invitational last
Sunday in Tallahassee, Fla.
Northern Illinois' Amy Veld
is at the plate with the bases
loaded and no outs. Righthanded reliever Lisa Petel'son
is on the mound.
Veld connects on Peterson's
pitch .. 3d sends a fly ball to
shallow !eft field.
Saluki left fielder Becky
Rickenbaugh easily makes the
catch for the out. But the third
base umpire, who was
charging in to call the out,
collides with Rickenbaugh,
knocks her to the ground, falls
on top of her and pins her
there.
Pat Faletti tags up at third
and trots home for the winning
run.
The Salukis lose 4·3 and wind
up fourth. Northern finishes
second.
SIU-C
coach
Kay
Brechtelsbauer said she
thought her players handled

of how that game was
decided."
Yet, Brechtelsbauerdoes not
want to use revenge as
motivation.
"I don't think I'd call it a
grudge
match,"
Brech~sb~auer said. "I'm just
hoping for some good competition with them like we've
had over the years."
Northern Illinois leads the
series by ollly two gan:es, 1412. The teams each won one
game last season.
The Salukis (8-4) aren't the
only ones with a point to make.
Northern Illinois 06-2) wants
to show that its victory was not

~e :~~~~ w~~aff!;:; d:~
team will be in the right frame

of mind for the rematch with
Northern Illinois during the
Saluki Invitational. That game
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SHRIMP or CATFISH
DINNER
onI Y

~-=-~:::-)

$3.95

The Complete Sandwich Shop

served with fries,
coleslaw and garlic bread

521 S. III. Ave.

Delivery 529-5020

Call for 549-1013

MUSIC WORLD
H$150 Guitar Sale"

U

"#'

~. Roland

,j fender

.r GIbson.
.r Crate

.; Peavey
Ludwig & More

Friday & Saturday 9 to 5pm

(618) 833·8660

117 East Davie Anna. IL 62906
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Recreation Center.
"We are eager to play
them," Brechtelsbauer said.

a fluke.
'''rhis will be a big game,"
Northern Illinois coach Dee
Abrahamson said. "Both
teams feel they need to go out
and prove something. "
Northern Illinois is led by All
American outfielder Jill
Justin, who led the nation with
a .503 average last spring.
Jun\clr Beth Schrader is
Northan's top pitcher. She
was 14-14 last year with a 2.03
earned run average. She had
74 strikeouts and five shutouts.
Northern returns 13 letterwinners. Senior first
baseman Sue Kause batted
.323 last year.

fRIDAY

2

FREE COKES with ORDER
OF LARGE - 2 INGREDIENT PIZZA

Fri, Sat, &Sun March 25th-27th

Remember our patio when
planning your summer parties!

limit I per order

'"The Be.t Around"

Pick up & Fr_ Delivery
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Men's golf ninth
during spring trip
By Steven Welsh
Staff Writer

The men's golf team
finished up its spring trip on
Wednesday by placing ninth
out of twelve teams at the
University of Central
Flor·ida Classic in Orland,>.
The team finished with a
score of 950 at the three-day,
54 hole tournament.
Last week the team
finished 12th out of 24 teams
at the Embry Riddle Invitational in Daytona
Beach.
"I think we really had a
great trip," Coach Lew
Hartzog said. "We held our
own against the nortt.ern
teams, although it's tough to
compete against the Florida
teams at this time of year."
"We got in 10 good days of
golf at some of the greatest
golf courses I've ever seen
in my life," Hartzog said.
"After playing down there,
the courses we have to play
on up here are going to look
like putting greens."
The team played on the
Orange Tree, Tuscawilla

and Disney golf courses in
Orlando, and the Matnazas
Woods. Palm Harbor and
Pine Lakes courses in
Daytona.
Senior Jef! Mullican was
the team's low scorer at
both tournaments. He had a
three-day total of 232 at the
Central Florida Classic,
including a 74 on the first
round.
Mike Cowen had the next
lowest score with 236. Brett
Pavelonis shot 242, Tom
Neuman shot 245 and Bobby
Pavelonis, fighting a case of
the flu, shot 250.
"Bobby got real sick on
the last day at Pine Lakes,"
Hartzog said. "Then he had
some sort of reaction to the
flu and had to play all three
rounds at Orlando with his
eyes swollen almost shut. "
Mark Bellas had the
team's high score with a 255
at the Classic aiter shooting
a 244 at the Invitational.
The team's next tourname~t is the SIU-E Spring
Golf Invitational in Edwardsville March 31-April1.

Rugby club
meets Indiana
at 1 p.m. today
The rugby squad will take on
the University of Indiana's
rugby football club in two
matches at 1 p.m. at the SIU-C
rugby pitch, located behind
Abe Martin Field.
Coach Steve Montez, a
graduate
student
in
recreation, said at workout
Thurday that players are
working on form after coming
back from spring break.
"We have to get out of the
spring break mentality,"
Montez said.
Indiana is 4-0 this season
while SIU-C is 2-l.
SIU-C was second at the Old
Miss Invitational in Oxford.
Miss. The wins came over
Mississippi State and the
University of Mississippi and
the loss was handed out by
Southeast Louisiana.
Senior kicker Derrick Spalt
will not play because of strop
throa t. Backup kicker
sophomore Tim Ary, who
missed the Oxford tournament
because of ligament injuries,
will serve as kicker.
Club president senior Tom
Eunson, who plays second row
in the pack, is recovering from
foot surgery and also will not
play.

Gymnastics to conclude season
By Stephanie Wood
The men's gymnastics team will compete
against powerhouses Houston Baptist and Penn
State in its last meet of the season Saturday.
The Salukis also will face Northern Illinois,
Kent State, University of lllinois-Chicago at the
National Independent Championships in
Dekalb. The preliminaries will start at 10 a.m.
followed by the finals at 7: 30 p.m.
"Two are going to the NCAA championships

lineup with the return of Marcus Mulholland,
who has been injured for five week'i.
"He's looked good in practice this week,"
Meade said. "I look to be 10 points stronger than
we were last weekend. "
Senior Tom Glielmi and junior Brent Reed
are the team's hopefuls to qualify for the NCAA
Nationals.
"Tom Glielmi and Brent Reed specifically
have a good opportunity to qualify;" Meade
said.

Houston Baptist is favored to win the meet
and Meade looks for NIU to upset Penn State.
The Salukis are looking at a strengthened

Meade said Glielmi has an 80 percent chance
of qualifying in the floor exercise and vault.
Reed's chances to qualifying are about 4(HjO
percent in the high bar, Meade said.

Staff Writer
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The Best Hunan Szechwan & Mandarin
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Hours:Sun·Sat
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Friday & Saturda,
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until 11 :OOpm
Cocktails-Carryouts
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Ramada Inn's ...

The American Marketing Assoc.

_

Friday "ight
Dance Partyll
9 to Close
featuring

Tom Stone and the
Traveling Music Machine

l

-presents-

MI~~~~B
2nd AN NUAL
MI~~~B
~ MALE PAGEANT~
At Shryock Auditorium
SIUC, Carbondale
Thursday, March 31, 1988
8:00PM
Reception Party at Holiday Inn
Transportation Provided by SJU
Ticket-s: $3.00 Advance: $4:00 at Door

No Cover

Happy Hour

al

4-8 p.m. ~
~
Free Food a,.!ffet 5-7:3

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:

Cotegorl. .

AMA Business Office
3rd Floor, Student Center
Ticket Window
2nd Floor, Student Center
nr. Tuxedo
14OOW. Main
OrCa"
453-5254 or 549-0522 for Details
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COACH, from Page 2 4 - - 1987 NCAA Division II national
championship.
The team also won its second
conference championship in a
row. Twenty out of 24 student
athletes scheduled to graduate
did so, while two others are
continuing their education.
Of his 18 years in coaching
·football, nine have been at the
high school level and nine have
been at the collegiate It'vel.
Rhoades, cl 1970 ,'::entral
Missouri State Univ€rsity
graduate, has led other teams
to notable records.

Of his 18 years in
coaching football, nine
have been at the high
school level and nine
have been at the
collegiate level.
His squad at the University
of North Alabama posted a 15-5
record in 1981 and 1982. During
his prep career, Rhoades led
the Birmingham, Alabamabased Mountain Brook High
School team to a 1~ record
and the state championship in
1976.

Noted for a wishbone offense, Rhoades does not want
to speculate on what he will
use here.
Whether the team goes with
triple options, control passing
or whatever, Rhoades said his
choif..-e will be what works best
for the team.
Rhoades said he doesn't
think the change from Division
II to Division I AA will be a
problem, as winning football
games is the same thing at any
level. He did say he likes the
bigger athletic budget, along
with the·bigger players he has
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COMMENT, from Page 24
and hope he would consider
(continuing to be) part of
the prilgram, " she said.
The other five assistant
coaches are equally in job
limbo. They are talking,

th~f!ki defensive line
coach Rod Sher:ill has been
at SIU-C for seven years,
the longest of any of the
current coaches.
"I don't know anything
about what's going on," he
said. "It's up to him
(Rhoades), but either way
I'm not going to be upset. I'd
really love to stay, though,
I'm an alumni.
"I think that Rhoades will
do a good job, though. Some
of the players c&lled me
after their meeting with him
and they were really impressed. He sounds like
winner," Sherrill said.
Jim Bentivoglio, quarterback and punter coach,
said: "I would like to stay at
SIU. I've made a four-year
commitment to the
University and the football
program. I've gotten to
know the people of Carbondale too ..
Benti~ogli'o said he didn't
know what his chances of
staying on at SIU-C are, and
that he would have to wait
until his meeting with
Rhoades tn know more.

Offensive coordinator
Mike Michaels has spent
fi;re years with the Salukis.
"To be frank, my future is
up in the air right now," he
said. "I'm not sure what's
going on right now or in
what direction things are
going." Michaels gave the
new head coach high marks,
however. "SIU iii lucky to
get him. From what I've
read, he's a real, real good
coach," he said..
Brad Hewitt, the Saluki's
running back coach for the
past four years, figures his
chances are just as good as
those of ;he other coaches.
"I would assume I have a
one in five chance of
staying. It's been my experience that one or no
members of a staff is
usually retained. 1 think a
lot of it has to do with being
in the right place at the
right time," he said.
"Obviously I was hoping
Larry (McDaniel) would
get the job, but I thirut
Rhoades was the top
selection of the others,"
Hewitt said.
Linebacker coach Doug
Miller believes that his
chances of remaining
depend on the decisions of
Rhoades' assistants at '!'!"oy
State.
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Uncle Jon·s Band
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Hangar Hotline 549-1233

If you want a personal
Wedding ring set, let
me show you my new
designs.
Individually designed by

AUanStuck
.. 529.. 2341

Optical Quartz
"I buy or trade for scrap gold."
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When you finally finish War Il1ld Peace, a small celebration
is in order.
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Ohio State coach not happy
with interviewing process
Others disagree
By Stephanie Wood
Staff Writer

The applicants not chosen
for the head footbaU job at
SIU-C had mixed emotions
about the interview process.
Tom Lichtenberg, assistant
coach from Ohio State, was
unhappy with the interview
process claiming the
University wasted his time.
I

h~dw:~e:h a~a~:Ste~b[::
tucky University, said, "It's
one of the best interview
situations I've been through. I
thought it was sensational."
Lichtenberg said he was told

r

r

I

'~.50

"It's one of the best interview situations I've
been through. I thought it was sensational."
-Dave Roberts
"that I didn't get the job was
because I was overqualified. "
"They should have known
that by looking at my resume.
"I guess being a successful
coach at Ohio State eliminated
me," he said.
But Roberts said anyone who
didn't like the interview
process "may have some
bitter feelings. "
Del Miller, of the University

tJ1LUN~Jie[S

of Iowa, said the interviews
were "carried out with a great
deal of integrity. I wish
Southern lliinois University
and Coach Rhoades nothing
but the best."
Richard Rhoades, from
Alabama's Troy State, was
named head football coach
hl're Thursday.
Bruce Craddock, head coach
at Western Illinois, could not
be reached for comment.

baUpark.
"I'm hitting cleanup,"
Locke said. "I'm supposed
to be the one to hit in the
runs. That's my job."
Chuck Verschoore and
Joe HaU each had three hits
in the first contest.
In the second game,
Saluki pitcher Rick Shipley
won in his first start of his
career. Shipley (l-O)
aUowed five hits and five
walks in five innings.
Saluki coach Itchy Jopes
was glad Shipley got some
experience.
"He had good form,"
Jones said. "He was just up
and down."
Shortstop Dave Wrona
went three for three with
three runs battl'd in. Chuck
Verschoore extended his
hitting streak to 13-gameS
with a double oft the leftfield fence in the second
inning. The streak extends
two games back into last
season.
"Chuck's just taking good
swings," Jones said.
"Chuc),'s not chasing many

bad pit.;hps. He's hitting
some balls hard. The ball he
hit off the left field fence got
there about as fast as you'll
ever see."
At the start of the season,
left fielder Rick Damico
was leading off with Verschoore hitting second.
When Damico was forced to
miss four games because of
an injured wrist, Jones
inserted Verschoore there·
DII'miCO returned to the
lineup and Jones batted him
second.
"I feel really good at the
plate," Verschoore said.

Main dish, egg roll, fried rice

'3.9&

All you can eat buffet
549-5032

7 18 S. Illinois Ave.
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..•A Parish of the Worldwide Anglican Communion
WELCOMES YOU TO
HOLY WF.EK SERVICES
Palm Sunda •• Mar<:h 27.

6ie55lng" i>I5\..1butIon of I'al=, fucharl5t, 8 a.m.
I'iIIm

uturgy. Proce55Ion &. f<lCl\ilrl5t. 10: 1::; a.m.

Maundy Thur5day . March 31 . Uturgy of the ~ Supper &. /\gape Melli. 7 p.m.
Good friday· April 1 •
Uturgy of the Word, 12 ncarl
Uturgy of the Cross, 1 p.m.
UturgyofHoIVCommunlOn, 2 p.m.
le.vl:i A. Payne

WIN, from Page 2 4 - - - said. "I threw it like a
footbpU. It had no break and
it just hung right at the
waist He reall" didn't hit it
that great either but it went
up the middle. I might of
even had a chance of getting
it but those things happen."
Kisten did pitch a nohitter in Pony League but he
h:in't particularly proud of
it.
"It was no big deal," he
said. "It was (against) the
worst team in the league. "
It was the t..,.ird-straight
complete-game win for
Kisten.
st. Mary's pitcher Nick
Balde held the Salukis
scoreless until the third
inning. First baseman
Chuck Locke capped a fourrun inning with a towering
three-run homer over the
left field fence.
In his next at-bat, Locke
clubbed a solo home run to
lead oft the fifth. It was the
first two homers of the
season for Locke who hit six
last season. He considered it
just another day at the

INCLUDES
ENTlREMENU

M~1tatIon5 by the VeIy Rev.

b.t..... Even· April 2 .
Euter Day· April 3 •

faster VlgU &. rim Me5 of fa5ter, 9 lI.m.
HoIV fucharl5t. 8 lI.m.

Solemn I'roce5sIon &. t10Iy fUChart5t. 10: 1::; lI.m.
fvm:iong &. 1Senedlctlon, 7 p.m.
Qn!rtuy~n&t51"111:h27In1J'1pt5 lIt6p.m. for~ In1 program.

~

The Very Rev. Lewis A. Polyne, Rector
I'Ia\Imond Danam, .Jerry Phillips
lind Uz I1owI.l'eer Mlnb~

The Salukis were seven
for seven in stolen base
attempts which puts them
at 31 for 36 on the season.
The Salukis improved to
8-4 and St. Mary's dropped
to 2-2.
The two teams play
another doubleheader at 1
p.m today. St. Francis (711~ takes on the Salukis in
doubleheaders Saturday
and Sunday at Abe Martin
Field.

RESIGNS, from Page 24
Moines is close to his
hometown of Iowa Falls. "It's
only about 21,.2 hours from
home. My wife is excited about
the move," Howard said.
"I want to make it clear that
I was not unhappy bere,"
Howard said. "Rich Herrin,
(assistants) Bobby McCullum
and Ron Smith are doing a
great job," Howard said.
"The committment that they

made at Drake excited me,"
the 27-year-old Howard said.
"Professionally and personally, it was a great o~
por~ty."

Howard came to SIU-C last
July after serving as a
recruiting coach at the
University of Iowa for four
years.
Howard said his position at
Drake, which begins today,

commands a higher salary.
He said Abatemarco contacted him a couple of weeks
ago about the Drake position.
Howard
first
met
Abatemarco when applying for
the assistant's job at LaMar
last year.
Former Drake coach Gary
Gamer w:u. fired March 7 at
the conclusion of this season.

100 N. Glenview
Carbondale
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Spo rts
West gets in race for AD position

IMiJy FD¢an

By Sharon Wa!do
Staff Writer

Charlotte West to SIU-C: "Yes, I
intend to apply."
West, interim athletics director,
said late Thursday night that she
would apply for the position on a
permanent basis. Even ~dough
everything is bt:zzing at the athletics
office now with the arrival and
departure of coaches, her application
will be in before the April 22 deadline,
she said.
There'll be no more waiting for an

official job description.
The job announcement, which was
sent by Federal Express to
publications Thursday, is the official
job description, Roger Robinson,
chairman of the search committee,
said.
An advertisement will be placed in
three issues of i.!':ie NCAA News and
one issue of the Chronicle of Higher
Education.
Robinson said he and President
John C. Guyon talked on the phone a
few times Thursday working out

details.
"The bottom H!le is the job announcement-job description - in total
- is what we're giving out," Robinson
sairl
From this announcement, the 11member committee will draft a
criteria checklist to rank the candidates.
Robinson said the names of the top
five or six applicants will be given to
Guyon the week of April 25.
Robinson said the committee hopes
to have the selection process complete

by the middle of May.
"My goal is a little sooner, if
possible before break while everyone
is here. This is a personal goal."
Spring semester ends May 13.
"We're not going to do anything in
haste to get it done, however," hEsaid.
West has been serving as intel im
director since Sept. 1, filling the
position left open by Jim Livengood
He resigned in late August to accept a
similar job at Washington State
University.

Football coach looks to turn
potential into performance
By Greg Huber
Staff Writer

$18" P:'GID by Mike Moffen

Salukl first baseman Chuck Locke hit two h!lNlle runs
during the victory over 51. Mary's Thursday.

Salukis win opener
vvith strong hitting
By Dave Miller
Staff Writer

The baseball team
celebrated opening day by
taking an extended batting
practice.
The Salukis won both
games of the doubleheader
from Division III college St.
Mary's, 10-41 and 12-2, by
pounding out 25 hits
Thursday at Abe Martin
Field.

Pitcher Dale Kisten (3-1)
threw a one-hit shutout
against st. Mary's in the
first game. Center fielder
John Tschida, the second
batter of the game, singled
up the middle for St. Mary's
lone hit.
Kisten said Tschida hit a
hanging slider.
"It was a brutal pitch," he
See WIN, Pege 23

McDaniel: 'No comment'

The speculation ended for
SIU-C football players and
fans as Troy State's Richard
By Jeff Grieser
StaffWriler
E. (Rick) Rhoades was confirmed as head football coach
Saluki defensive coorThursday.
dinator Larry McDaniel,
President John C. Guyon
who was named interim
made the announcement at a
head coach after Ray Dorr's
press conference in the
resignation, was in a sol£mn
Student Center.
mood
Thursday afternoon.
The hiring came less than
His job, if he still has one,
four weeks after Ray Dorr's
is
on
the
line.
resignation. He resigned Feb.
"If you want to talk to
25 to take an assistant
somebody,
talk
to
coaching job at the University
Rhoades," McDaniel said
of Southern California.
from
his
home
late
ThurInterim Ath,ietics Director
sday. That's all he had to
Charlotte West credited exsay.
cellent work by the lo-member
Richard Rhoades from
search committee as the
Alabama's Troy State is
reason for the quick selection.
SIU-C's
new head football
"1 can't say enough good
coach. He will meet with the
about this committee," West
assistant
coaching staff, one
said. "They worked many,
by one, today. It is not likely
many hours. We had over 70
McDaniel
will show.
official applicants for the
position."
During the conference,
Rhoades, 41, said his initial will be here with us in the
curiosity toward the open football program and the
coaching position had turned young men who will play to
into a burning desire to be a turn that potential into performance that we can all be
part of this university.
Now that he is the coach, proud of."
Rhoades said he wants to
:~: ~e~A?: ist~~T. maximize the potential of the
"There's a lot of s:tference student-athlete, both on the
between potential and per- football field and in the
formance. It's my job and the classroom, so the person can
job of the other coaches who be a success now and in the

McDaniel's wife said
Thursday he was clearing
out his desk. This could be
the desk of former coach
Dorr or it could be Mc·
Daniel's desk.
McDaniel moved in
Dorr's office while he was
interim head coach.
Interim
Athletics
Director Charlotte West
said late Thursday night
that as far as she knew.
McDaniel had not resigned.
As for cleaning out his desk,
whichever one, she said,
"He may have. T don't
know."
West ex-pressed ho-pe tnat

McDaniel would stick
around. "I think a lot of him
See COMMENT, Page 22

future.
"I think that you can win a
lot of footbali games and
graduate men that will leave
... with their heads screwed on
straight," Rhoades said.
AlaDama's Troy State
Trojans went 28-7-1 during
Rhoades' three-year stay with
the team. The team won the
S. . COACH. Pege 22

Basketball assistant leaves
By Dave Miller
and Troy Taylor
Staff Writer

Assistant basketball coach
Scott Howard resigned
Thursday to accept an
assistant position at D~ake
University in Des Moines,
Iowa.
Drake on Thursday also
named as its head basketball
coach Tom Abatemarco,

former head coach at LaMar
University in Beaum.:mt,
Texas.
SIU-C head coach Rich
Herrin said he is "happy for
Scotty - he's going back
home."
"Financially it's a good
move for him," he said.
Herrin said he is "not sure of
which direction" he'll take to
fill the position, but said he will

do so as quickly as he can.
Sports Information Director
Fred Huff and interim
Athletics Director Charlotte
West would not comment
Thursday night on Howard's
resignation and Drake would
not confirm his appointment.
Howard said he accepted the
position partly because Des
S... RESIGNS, Page 23

Meet moves to SEMO because of unfinislled track
By Stephania Wood
Staff Writer

The men's and women's track teams
first home meets of the outdoor seaSCiD
will be held in Cape Girardeau, Mo., on
Saturday.
The meet, which will start at 10:30
for the women and 11:00 for the men,
was moved because the track
renovation at McAndrew Stadium is
still not finished.
"U's a mess," men's coach Bill
Cornell said. "But 1 guess we'll get it
done. We have to do it all ourselves."
SIU-C has to bring all its own
equipment and also must supply ofPage 24, Daily Egyptian, March 25,1988

ficials.
"I seriously doubt we'd have all those
(officials) go over to Cape Girardeau,"
women's coach Don DeNoon said.
The men will compete against Ball
State, Illinois State and Southeast
Missouri State. The women will host
Purdue, Illinois, Indiana State,
Western Illinois and SEMO, which gets
to compete on its own track.
"The Ball State coach wasn't very
happy but he understands the
situation," Cornell said. "ObViously
(SEMO> is on their home track but
that's not going to bother my men,"
Cornell said.

Charlotte West, interim athletics
director said, "I think most of the
schools have coaches that will understand not being able to finish
because of weather."
The track, which was to be completed in August, requires another coat
of moisture-eured urethane sealant for
protection. The lanes and <liner marks
also need to be painted on the track.
The complet.on process should take
two days if the weather cooperates.
"In (Intracor's) defense, they've
been here ready to go," West said.
"But I'm not appreciative of their
tardiness on getting here.

"At this point, we'd rather wait three
more weeks and have it done right,"
shesaid.
Intracor, of Portland, Oregon, is the
company contracted to finish the track.
Saturday's meet was designed to
show off SIU-C's new outdoor facilities.
"We were trying to use this meet to
get the track showcased," DeNoon
said. "Now we can start worrying
about whether or not the track will be
done for the April 30 meet. ..
The men and women Salukis play
host to the SaIQlti Invitational April 30.

